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Curriculum Links
Gas: Energy and Change has been developed to provide an Earth Science component in the
teaching of secondary level studies. Listed below are the curriculum links for the National
Curriculum.

Science

Energy and Change
Energy and us
Transferring energy
Energy sources and receivers

Earth and Beyond
Earth, sky and people
The changing Earth

Natural and Processed Materials
Materials and their uses
Structure and properties
Reactions and change

Working Scientifically
Conducting investigations
Processing data
Evaluating findings
Using science

Studies of Society and the Environment

Resources
Use of resources

Natural and Social Systems
Natural systems

Time, Continuity and Change
Time and change

Place and Space
Features of places
People and places

Investigation, Communication and Participation

Mathematics

Working Mathematically
Using problem solving strategies

Space
Using spatial ideas and techniques to interpret and draw

Number
Written computation
Calculators

Measurement
Measuring
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•
This book looks at the role of natural gas in Australian society. It begins by looking at the nature

• of energy and energy changes. It then examines in detail the way that natural gas is formed, how

• it is found and taken from the ground and delivered to industry, your home or local service
station. The chemistry of natural gas is explained, including the chemistry involved in the

• formation and subsequent use of natural gas. Finally, it looks at the environmental issues
associated with the use of natural gas.

•

• Natural gas is a fuel and, ever since civilisation began, humans have been using fuels for heating
and cooking. The first fuel used was wood. During the industrial revolution in the eighteenth

• century, machines were built to convert the heat produced by the burning of fuels into a "force"
that could be harnessed and made to do work. The steam engine was one of these. Since then,

• fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) have provided the industrial nations with the energy to provide the

•
standard of living to which we have become accustomed. Natural gas was a late starter amongst
the fossil fuels, but today, because of its abundance, its relative greenhouse-friendly nature and

• new technologies, it is being more widely used.

• Australia's current natural gas reserves are sufficient for at least 80 years. In addition, natural gas
in the form of liquefied natural gas (LNG) has opened up new energy exports. Natural gas is

• expected to be Australia's fastest growing energy source until at least 2030.

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
• Note on Terminology : In some places in this book petroleum is referred to rather than natural

• gas. This is because petroleum includes both oil and gas and it is more convenient when

• discussing the formation of oil and gas to talk about petroleum.

•

••^0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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•
• Gas: Energy and Change^ 1

• 1. Energy and change how does gas fit in?•
• Energy

Energy is vital to our existence and our quality of life as a society and as individuals. Everyone
• knows what it feels like to be "out of energy"—they are not able to work as hard or do as much.

The definition of energy—the ability to do work—applies not only to ourselves and the way we
• produce and use energy, but also to vehicles, appliances, tools, etc. In fact it applies to anything

•
that uses some type of energy to do work. Natural gas, a fossil fuel, provides us with chemical
potential energy. This energy is harnessed for work when the gas is burnt.•
The energy stored chemically in fossil fuels originated from the sun. The energy from the sun has
enabled living organisms to produce their own food from carbon dioxide and water ever since
photosynthesis began. Given the right conditions, when organisms died, the carbon and hydrogen
contained in their cells converted to hydrocarbons (oil and gas). These chemical transformations
took place over millions of years under particular conditions in order to produce natural gas, oil
and coal. The formation of the fossil fuels is a process in which energy conversions take place so
that what once was solar energy is now energy stored in the Earth.

There are many different types of energy and each of these has a source which is ultimately
natural, either the Earth or the sun. These natural sources of energy are described below followed
by a classification of the different types of energy.

Natural sources of energy

Solar energy. The sun is the ultimate source of nearly all the energy used by modern society.
Atomic energy, the tides and geothermal energy are examples of non-solar based energy.

The sun is our most important natural source of radiant energy. It provides us with both heat and
light energy. This enables plants to grow which in turn gives energy to animals when they eat the
plant material.

It may seem strange that we refer to wind and water as forms of solar energy, but they both
derive their energy from the sun.

Wind. Wind is a result of the movement of air between high and low pressure areas of the
atmosphere—differences produced in part by uneven heating of the atmosphere by the sun. Wind
energy is harnessed through windmills, which are connected to grinding stones, electricity
generators or water pumps. "Wind farms" have recently been set up, where hundreds of wind
generators have been built in many countries.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998



2^ Gas: Energy and Change

Water. Water power is the result of water moving toward the sea from higher elevations where
it has fallen as precipitation. The supply of moisture in the atmosphere is replenished on a
continuous basis as the sun evaporates water on the Earth's surface. Twenty per cent of the solar
energy reaching the surface of the planet is spent to drive the water or hydrologic cycle.

•
Water can be used as a source of energy by harnessing either its kinetic or potential energy.
Running water can be used to turn large paddle wheels connected to grinding, milling and^•
pumping machines. Water stored in high dams can be used to produce hydro-electricity. •

Fossil fuels. Fossil fuels are our most important source of chemical energy. The definition of a^•
fuel is any substance that can be burned to provide energy. Fossils are the remains of once living
plants and animals. There are three main types of fossil fuels; coal, oil and gas. Coal is formed^•
when the concentrated remains of dead plants are buried in the ground and over millions of years
they undergo chemical transformations. Natural gas and crude oil can be formed from coal and
also from an organic ooze found in rocks called source rocks. This organic ooze is made up of^•
the preserved remains of marine phytoplankton, zooplankton and bacteria mixed with sediment.
The coal and source rocks will yield oil and gas only if they "cooked" sufficiently in the ground.^•
Although there are no visible physical fossil remains in crude oil and gas, the chemistry of the oil

•and gas can tell us whether it originated as plants, plankton, algae or bacteria.
•

By far the greatest proportion of oil and gas is formed from the remains of plants. Although the
remains of animals can also be preserved in rocks (dinosaurs, shell fish, etc.) they only have a^•
minor input to the organic matter in source rocks for fossil fuels.^

•

Types of energy^ •
As atomic theory (the idea that all matter is made up of atoms in certain combinations and^

•structures) became widely accepted, so the many different forms of energy such as electrical,
nuclear, radiant and chemical, have come to be considered as either potential or kinetic energy at^•the atomic and molecular level. Gas, oil and coal being sources of chemical energy can also be
classified as sources of potential energy.^ •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•Potential energy. An object may store energy by virtue of its position. This energy is called
potential energy because in the stored state it has the potential for doing work. There are a^•number of different types of potential energy including chemical and nuclear. •

•
()Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998^ •
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Chemical energy. Chemical energy in fuels is actually energy of position when considered at
• an atomic level. This energy is available when the positions of electric charges within and

•
between molecules are altered. That is, when a chemical change takes place. Potential forms of
chemical energy are found in fossil fuels, electric batteries, and the food we eat.

The beauty of chemical energy is that it is transportable and therefore we can take
• it to where we need to use it.
•

Nuclear Energy. Nuclear energy is the energy that is produced when a nuclear (inside the
• nucleus of an atom) reaction takes place. Nuclear reactions occur through either fission or fusion.

• Nuclear fission is a chain reaction in which the nuclei of heavy atoms split, forming smaller
atoms of lighter elements. Each time a heavy atom splits it releases energy and particles which

• initiate the split of further atoms, thereby continuing the energy release. The energy released by
the splitting atom is released as heat. The heat is used to convert water into steam, which is used

• to drive electricity-generating turbines. Thus, the nuclear energy is converted to electrical energy.

•

•
•
•
• atom

• Energy is produced when the atom splits

0neutron \ Neutron collides with centre of atom (nucleus)

neutrons released continue
the reaction by colliding with
another atom

• Nuclear fusion occurs in the sun. Atoms of hydrogen combine to form a heavier element
(helium). The energy released is much greater than in fission. As yet, we have not developed the

• technology to commercially harness this form of nuclear reaction.

• Kinetic energy. Kinetic energy is the energy of motion, at all scales, from a moving car to a
vibrating particle. Kinetic energy underlies other seemingly different forms of energy such as
heat, sound and light.

•

• Radiant energy. Any energy that is transmitted by radiation is called radiant energy. Radiant
energy travels through space and the air in the form of electro-magnetic rays. It includes radio
waves, microwaves, infra-red radiation, visible light, ultra-violet radiation, X-rays and gamma
rays. Heat and light energy are also forms of electro-magnetic radiation.

•

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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4^ Gas: Energy and Change

Heat energy. Heat flows from one material to another, as the energy is transferred. But once
transferred the energy becomes internal—the vibration of atoms or molecules. We can save heat
if we can contain it—insulation helps us to achieve this.

Light energy. Light energy can be considered as a combination of a stream of particles and wave
motion.

Energy and change
Strictly speaking energy is not actually consumed. Rather, it is changed from one form to
another. A fundamental feature of the universe is that energy is neither created nor destroyed
(law of conservation of energy). It is usually transformed as it is transferred, but the energy of the
universe is constant.

The process of energy transformation in the creation of fossil fuels takes place over hundreds of
millions of years. It involves solar energy being converted to chemical energy in living
organisms. This chemical energy is then transformed over geological time (periods often 10-
100's millions of years) to the fossil fuels—coal, oil and gas. The resulting fossil fuels have
potential energy in the chemical bonds.

When a fossil fuel is burnt, for example, the potential chemical energy is changed into heat
energy, which can be converted to mechanical energy to run a car. When we use fossil fuels the
sun of a million yesterdays is rekindled and that energy is used in seconds. In an electrical power
plant this heat is harnessed and changed into mechanical energy, which is then converted to
electrical energy for our use. Through this process, gas and the other fossil fuels are transformed
into other products.

The statement above, "energy is not actually consumed" contradicts what we would normally
discuss as the consumption of fossil fuels. The combustion of fossil fuels actually degrades both
the energy and the matter contained within, converting them both to less useful forms. For
example, when we burn gas, heat is released, and the products of this process are carbon dioxide
(CO2) and water (Hp). These are both essential compounds, but they are unusable as fuels—
therefore, fossil fuels are commonly said to have been consumed.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998 •



•^Gas: Energy and Change^ 5

• 2. The gas fuels

•
Most people have heard of natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), but many don't know
they are different. Both natural gas and LPG are made up of different types of hydrocarbons.

• Natural gas consists mainly of methane, which is the simplest hydrocarbon and LPG is made of
propane and/or butane. LNG is liquefied natural gas—natural gas at high pressure and low

• temperature.

• Hydrocarbons
• Hydrocarbons are the simplest building blocks of organic compounds, which are defined as

compounds in which carbon is a principal element of each molecule. This is why organic
• chemistry is often called carbon chemistry. Chemistry itself is often divided into two sections,

• organic chemistry (deals with most carbon compounds) and inorganic chemistry (anything not
organic), but there are really no precise boundaries between organic chemistry and other areas of

• chemical science. Plastics, nylon, polyester, rubber, petrol, gas and all plant and living materials
are organic compounds.

•
Hydrocarbons are substances which contain two elements, carbon and hydrogen. With such a

• limited range of composition, you might suppose that there would be little variety in the
• chemical properties of the hydrocarbons. However, this is not the case. The structure of

hydrocarbons, which is a result of the way the carbon atoms bond with each other and with
• hydrogen, allows over a million different combinations. Many of these combinations also contain

small quantities of sulphur, oxygen and nitrogen.
•

The Bonding Nature of Carbon•
•
•
•

A Carbon atom can bond with
four other atoms.

H —
A hydrogen atom can bond with
only one other atom.

H Hydrogen

C Carbon

— Single Bond

•

• H — C — H

•

•
• c_
•
•

The simplest hydrocarbon is methane, which has
one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms.

The special thing about carbon atoms is that they
can bond to other carbon atoms, so our original
carbon atom could bond with four other carbon
atoms.

C—

^C C
^ H — C — H

^I ^ H

^H — C^j C H

The bonds cannot be left empty, so other elements H — C —El
will complete the single bond. These elements are
usually hydrogen, but oxygen, sulphur or nitrogen

•
may also be contained in hydrocarbons.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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The key structural feature of hydrocarbons is the presence of stable bonds between carbon atoms.
Carbon is the only element that is able to form stable, extended chains of atoms bonded through
single, double or triple bonds. The chains that are formed through single bonding of more than
one carbon are shown below. These are called the straight-chained hydrocarbons (alkanes) and
they have a structural formula C nI-12n2 .

The simplest member of the alkane family is methane. Methane is the main constituent of natural
gas. In methane four hydrogen atoms share electrons with carbon, which shares its own
electrons, one with each hydrogen atom. So each bond is made by the sharing of two electrons
and there are four single bonds in total in the methane molecule.

•••••



Gas: Energy and Change^ 7

• Natural gas
Natural gas consists mostly of methane with varying amounts of ethane, propane, butane,

• nitrogen and carbon dioxide, depending on the material that it originated from. In 1994-95, for

• example, the composition of natural gas used in Melbourne was:

^

91.5%^Methane

^

5.0%^Ethane

^

0.6%^Propane

^

0.1%^Butane

^

0.9%^Nitrogen

^

1.9%^Carbon Dioxide

•

• At 1 atmosphere pressure, natural gas will become a liquid at -161.5 °C. As a liquid, natural gas
occupies only 1/600th of the volume of its gas state. This makes it economical to ship overseas

• as liquefied natural gas(LNG). Australia is a major exporter of LNG. On land it is usually more
economical to move natural gas in pipelines.

•

• Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
LPG consists of propane with minor amounts of butane. Propane and butane contain three and

• four carbon atoms, respectively. Propane is used for home heating and cooking in areas where
natural gas is not available. Butane is used in disposable lighters and for some camping stoves
and lanterns. LPG is also used as a fuel for vehicles in Australia.•
Gas, liquid or solid?
Natural gas and LPG are gases at room temperature (around 25°C). The table below gives a
comparison of the temperatures of the solid, liquid and gas states of water, salt and mercury with
those of methane the main constituent of natural gas (all at 1 atmosphere pressure).

Mercury, Hg Methane, CH, Water, H 20 Salt, NaC1
Melting Point -37.87°C -182°C 0°C 801°C
Boiling Point 356.58°C -161.5°C 100°C 1413°C

•

• The gaseous forms of petroleum. Natural gas and LPG are the gaseous forms of
• petroleum. Petroleum is defined as material occurring naturally in the Earth composed

predominantly of carbon and hydrogen compounds (hydrocarbons). Depending on temperature
• and pressure and the composition of the compound, petroleum can be found as a gas, liquid,

and/or solid.

Petroleum is classified according to its density (mass / volume) and the complexity of the
hydrocarbons. There are four main types of petroleum. Natural gas and LPG are classified as the
dry gas portion of petroleum.

•
•
•

•
•

• Some of the uses of natural gas include home heating, gas stoves, hot-water heaters and
industrial applications.

•
•
•
•
•
•

MP -Melting Point - The temperature at which a solid changes to a liquid.
BP - Boiling Point - The temperature at which a liquid changes to a gas.

•
•
•

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998•
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8^ Gas: Energy and Change

1. Dry gas, a source of natural gas, consists mainly of methane (>98%). Liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) such as butane and propane are made from natural gas. LPG is kept in a liquid state
under pressure for use in domestic and industrial applications.

2. Wet gas consists of methane, but with substantial amounts of heavier gas fractions and
condensate composed of very light crude oil. Condensate can be obtained either by
precipitation from the gas, naturally at surface temperature and pressure, or it can be separated
from the gas stream by special equipment.

3. Light crude is a clear amber-coloured liquid. Light fractions, for example petrol and kerosene,
are refined from light crude.

4. Heavy crude is a dark, denser liquid. Diesel fuel, fuel oil, lubricating oil and bitumen are
refined from crude oil mixed with some lighter fractions. Many heavy crude oils are derived
from light crude oils as a result of alteration in the reservoir through processes of water
washing or biodegradation. Most crude oils contain sulphur. Minimisation of sulphur content
in diesel fuel and fuel oil is important in the control of pollution. Most Australian oils are low
in sulphur because of their origin from terrestrial (land-plant derived) source rocks.

How safe is natural gas?
Natural gas has a very good safety record. Being mostly methane, which is lighter than air—
compare methane's atomic mass of only 16 amu with that of air, shown in the table below—it
will rapidly rise and disperse if a leak occurs in, for example, a surface pipeline.Also, the use of
natural gas in Australia is governed by rigorous safety standards.

Com osition of air

Component of air Percentage
composition

Mass (amu)

Nitrogen 78 28
Oxygen 21 32
Argon 0.93 40
Carbon Dioxide 0.03 44
Neon 0.002 20
Other : Helium, Methane,
Krypton, Nitrous Oxide,

, Xenon, '

0.038 various
weights

' Ozone, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia, and carbon monoxide are present as
trace gases in variable amounts.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
••
••
••••
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•••

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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alteration on the
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Gas: Energy and Change^ 9

3.The formation of natural gas geological
processes and chemistry

Fossil fuels are energy sources which are composed of organic matter—the remains of algae,
bacteria and plants. These remains have been altered over time to form hydrocarbons.

Fossil fuels include petroleum (oil & gas) and coal. They are the end products of geological and
chemical processes which began when organic material accumulated in muds and sediments at
the bottom of lakes, swamps, oceans and other environments which allowed the dead organic
matter to collect without being disturbed.

An understanding of the geological and chemical processes involved in the formation of
petroleum is essential to the search for new deposits. Understanding the time-frame for the
process in the context of the Earth's history can also help one appreciate the significance of
these ancient resources.

Formation of gas and oil
The source of energy for all fossil fuels has come, ultimately, from the sun. In the case of oil and
gas, microscopic marine algae (phytoplankton) living in the upper layers of the ocean absorb the
sun's energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into simple hydrocarbon compounds, such as
sugars. This process is called photosynthesis.

Photosynthesis
Photosynthesis is the major means for conversion of solar energy into forms that can be used by
living organisms. The photosynthetic reaction that occurs in the leaves of plants is conversion of
carbon dioxide and water to simple molecules (hydrocarbon compounds), for example:

6 CO, + 6 H,0^C6H1206 + 60 2

Carbon Dioxide Water^Carbohydrate Oxygen

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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These simple hydrocarbons within the marine algae can later be converted within the food chain
to more complex hydrocarbons. For example, when algae are eaten by fish the simple
hydrocarbons are changed within the fish into more complex structures and combinations.

Geological processes
When algae and other microscopic creatures
that live in seas and lakes die they
accumulate in what geologists call a
sedimentary environment. This is where
mineral and rock particles that have eroded
from higher land round about are deposited
as sediment. (A desert is also a sedimentary
environment, but in the context of oil and
gas a sedimentary environment is always in
water.) The deposits must accumulate either
in deep water, low in oxygen and away from
the churning action of waves, currents and
burrowing organisms (bioturbation) or, if they are in shallower water, they need to be buried by
other sediments quickly before the organic matter is eaten by other organisms or destroyed by
oxidation.

Environments that are similar to those in which gas and oil were formed exist today in many
places around the world. One example in Australia is the Myall River in New South Wales, from
Port Stephens to Forster. For many kilometres along the river you will see dreary tea-tree
swamps, in which the water is black and the air dank with the smell of decaying vegetation. The
sediment containing this organic material will be carried to the mouth of the river and deposited
on the continental margin, where it may be buried and eventually become a source rock for a
future petroleum deposit.

Source rocks. As the organic matter and mineral particles accumulate, the weight of the
material being deposited on top compresses the layers deeper in the sequence. For example, a
surface peat deposit 10 metres thick will eventually be converted to a coal seam only 1 to 2
metres thick at a burial depth of a few kilometres.

The compressed material is consolidated by this process and becomes rock—the petroleum
source rock. The spaces between particles of this new sedimentary rock are called pores and the
amount of space is known as the porosity of the rock. Porosity is related to permeability —the
ability of the rock to allow fluid to flow through it. Sedimentary rocks can be broken into two
types based on their porosity and permeability—rocks which prevent the flow of water or
hydrocarbons (impervious) and those that allow it (porous). The impervious rocks are also called
cap rocks, and the porous rocks are the reservoir rocks.

Reservoir rocks. After the organic matter has been deeply buried and changed into
petroleum, it migrates, usually upwards, through porous rocks as a result of capillary forces and
its buoyancy. The pore spaces are interconnected allowing the petroleum to move when it is
under pressure. The porous rocks through which the petroleum migrates and from which it can be
eventually extracted are called reservoir rocks. Sandstone formed from beach sand makes a great
reservoir rock, as does porous limestone.

••
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• The diagram represents where oil might be
contained in rock. Note that the oil sits above

• the water. If the rock contained gas and oil
instead of oil and water, then the gas would
sit above the oil; that is, the lighter material

• always lies above the heavier. Remember also
that this is a two-dimensional representation

• of a three dimensional rock and, therefore,
although the rock particles appear to be

• supported by the oil/water, they would

• actually be supported by other rock particles
in the third dimension.

Cap rocks. Impervious rocks (containing very little pore space) may sit above the reservoir
rocks and act as a seal, preventing further migration of oil, gas or water. Examples of impervious
rocks are dense shales or limestone, strongly cemented sandstone (pore spaces filled in),

• quartzite (metamorphosed sandstone) and evaporites—rocks made up of salts which crystallise
when water bodies dry out. In all these rocks the pore spaces are too small to allow petroleum in.

• The most effective cap rocks are clay or shale, which are formed from mud and clay, which
consist of very small particles.

•

• Where would you look for natural gas?

•

• If you were looking for natural gas or oil, the first thing you would look for is a sedimentary
basin. A sedimentary basin is a large depression in the crust that is filled with sediments, which

• have been eroded from higher ground and carried by wind or water into the basin.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

41,

Sedimentary basins can be up to several kilometres thick (the thickness of the Earth's crust varies
from 5 to 65 km). The rocks in sedimentary basins have commonly been gently folded and
faulted.

•

Sedimentary basin-forming processes. The theory of Plate Tectonics states that the
Earth's crust consists of large and small rigid plates that slide over a semi-molten or plastic layer
of the mantle. Sedimentary basins form because the Earth's crust is continually moving and
being placed under stress because of forces deep within the Earth. While one area of crust is
being compressed, another may be experiencing forces of extension. Stresses on the plates have
caused warping. Compression results in upward warping, which forms mountains, which will
then be subject to erosion and weathering. Extension in the crust results in downward warping,
which forms basins, which then fill with sediments.

The cycling of the Earth's crust over millions of years has also changed the shape and size of
ocean basins, as well as the location and shape of major mountain ranges and basins on land.
Over time, the Earth's continents have clumped together and then been dragged apart. These
changes, taking millions of years, have had a huge effect on the location of basins and rate of
sedimentation. As a result of this, basins do not necessarily stay as basins for ever. Some former
basins have been changed; for example, petroleum is currently being explored for in the
highlands of Papua New Guinea in what was a basin during the Mesozoic age.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998



1.Rift Basin
Eroded sediment and
organic matter

ault Bloc
Zmmg,01,!--

Tensional stress in the crust

In any of these basins, source material will accumulate in pockets of stagnant water which
get trapped between fault blocks.

The sands that accumulate may become the reservoir rock.

2. Marginal Shelf Environment

Eroded sediment and organic matter

Land

Once a coastal shelf rift basin has ceased rifting, deposition of sediment begins. It is also
called a "passive" margin because rifting is no longer occuring.

3.Intracratonic Basin
Eroded sediment and
organic matter

Faulting may occur

A shallow depression formed over a large area. The areas surrounding the depression may
be uplifted slightly and these are the source of the sediment deposited into the basin.

12
^

Gas: Energy and Change

Types of sedimentary basins. Three different types of basin can result from extension of
the Earth's crust:

M1998Intracratonicbasin

"Modified fl-on diagram on page 563, Perspectives of the Earth. I.F.Clark and B.J.Cook."

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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• All of these types of basin occur in and around the Australian continent and have done so at
different stages in Australia's geological history.

• Rift basins occur where the crust is splitting apart. The Perth Basin is an example of this. It is
part of a system of rift basins that extends down the west coast of Australia. This marks the line

• of separation of Australia from the Indian continent. Other rift basins are the Gippsland Basin
• and the Otway Basin. The Otway Basin formed as Australia and Antarctica separated along the

southern margin of the continent.

At present we see a marginal shelf depositional environment in the Gulf of Carpentaria and Bass
• Strait. The sedimentary sequence at Barrow Island is also the result of deposition on a marginal

• shelf.

• Two intracratonic basins are the Great Artesian Basin and the Murray-Darling Basin. The Great
Artesian Basin is not shown on the diagram below, but it occupies one fifth of Australia,

• extending across parts of Qld, SA, NSW and NT. It includes part or all of the following
sedimentary basins: Karumba, Bamaga, Georgina, Carpentaria, Galilee, Arckaringa, Eromanga,
Gunnedah and Surat. It is called the Great Artesian Basin because its porous rocks contain water.
Other intracratonic basins include the Canning, Amadeus, Cooper, Bowen and Surat Basins.

Basins of Australia : onshore and offshore

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Geological traps
To allow oil and gas to accumulate in large amounts, the layers in which they sit need to be
formed into structures called traps. A trap, as the name suggests, is a structure which prevents the
petroleum from escaping to the surface. Traps fall into two main types; structural and
stratigraphic. The major forms of structural traps are defined below—stratigraphic traps are too
technical for discussion at this level.

Anticlines. An anticline is simply a fold shaped like an arch or an elongated dome. Oil fields
may extend for many kilometres along the crest of an anticline.

Faults. A fault trap forms where a cap rock has moved along a fault to seal off a reservoir rock
preventing migration of the petroleum. The impermeable cap rock must lie above the potential
reservoir rock. Sometimes small amounts of oil and gas can leak up the fault and reach the
surface. Over a very long time this minute leakage could eventually empty the trap. It can also
indicate the presence of oil beneath the surface, and the detection of oil "seeps" at sea is used by
oil explorers to locate likely areas for detailed exploration

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Salt domes. Salt domes are structures which formed by a moving mass of salt. Deeply buried
beds of salt (called evaporites) were formed in the past by evaporation of sea water and
subsequent burial. These are structures which can move upwards because of density differences.
The rising domes bend the surrounding sediments upwards, producing reservoirs in porous beds
cut off by the salt. Remember the salt is a cap rock (impervious) as is the clay/shale that the salt
dome pushes.

•

Conditions for formation of gas and oil
80 to 150°C is the ideal temperature
window for the formation of oil
and gas, as shown in the diagram

• below. At higher temperatures,
between 150 and 200°C, more gas

• than oil will be produced, and

•
below 80°C, lesser amounts of
petroleum will form. If the

• temperature exceeds 200°C, then
the heavier petroleum products (oil)

• will be "cracked" to form lighter
components, gas and coke.

•

• In Australian basins, the ideal
temperature is usually found at

• depths of 1000 to 5000 metres
below the surface. In the Gippsland

• Basin, oil and gas have been

• formed at between 3500 and 5000
metres.

•

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Gas and oil & geological time
The sequence of events that leads to the formation of oil and gas can take hundreds of millions of
years. In geological time this is not that long, considering the age of the Earth has been dated at
about 4560 million years.

Most of the oil and gas that has already been extracted from the ground, as well as what we know
is still in the ground (reserves), was formed less than 500 million years ago. This is
approximately one tenth of the age of the Earth. More than 80% of the world's known oil is
found in rocks that formed in the last 6% of geological time. The world's oldest oil has been
found in rocks 3000 million years old.

Geo logical Time Line •
ANIMALS AND PLANTS

Quaternary^Humans

Tertiar y^F irst apes
Extinction of dinosaurs

Cretaceous —First mammals^Oil: Barrow Island
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GAS AND OIL
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Eromanga Basin(QLD)
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First dinosaurs
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Permian

First insects
Carboniferous—^ loll: Canning Basin(WA)

Common land plant sand first trees
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5
^
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0
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^ 251

295

354
0
UI

0.^410
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490
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The oil and gas reserves in the Gippsland Basin, Bass Strait, have taken around 100 million years
to form through this sequence. The source rocks for the oil formed in coastal swamps between
100 million and 70 million years ago. The reservoir rocks are beach sands which formed between
90 million and 30 million years ago. The cap (seal) rocks are deep water marls (fine mudstones)
that formed between 40 million and 20 million years ago.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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There is a rough correlation between geological age and the likelihood of gas and oil being
• preserved. The older the rock is, the greater the chance it will have been eroded, deformed or

involved in metamorphism. These processes destroy gas and oil or allow it to escape to the
surface. Younger rocks, therefore, are more likely to contain oil and gas.

•
• The composition of petroleum

Petroleum may vary in composition, depending on where it is found. The variation will have
• been caused by any of these factors:

• 1. The composition of the original organic matter;
2. The heat of formation, which usually is directly related to the depth of burial;
3. The alteration that occurred after accumulation of the oil or gas.•
It is also interesting to note that the composition of petroleum differs according to the age of the
source material. Cambrian to Silurian deposits, which contained only bacterial and algal organic
remains are different in composition to Cretaceous deposits of petroleum, which contain the
remains of plants, which did not exist during the earlier period.

•
•
•
•

Cretaceous - Recent

# higher plants (higher
level of evolution)

Devonian - Jurassic
b. higher plants (lower

level of evolution)

Cambrian - Silurian

▪ bacteria
• phytoplankton (algae)

and zooplankton

Supplied by Jim Preston BHP Petroleum

 

Methane is also produced by "methanogenic bacteria". In fact, 35% of the world's reserves of
methane occur in the giant gas fields of West Siberia. The methane is attributed to biogenic
bacteria, which function at shallow depths (less than 1000 metres)-they use carbon dioxide and
simple organic acids as a food source and methane comes out!

•
•

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998•
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Sequence of events—formation of gas and oil
Natural gas and oil will only be formed and trapped if a set of necessary conditions is met. These
conditions must all be met; however, they do not have to occur precisely in this order.

Time
Organic matter (contained in living organisms and made up of
complex hydrocarbons) must be in sufficient supply in the
environment. Environments that will contain a lot of life and,
therefore, a lot of organic matter are coastal waters, areas behind
reefs, the continental shelf and slope, lakes and delta environments.

Organic matter must be buried in the sediment before being eaten
by scavengers or being destroyed by oxidation (combining with
oxygen). Normally when a plant or animal dies it undergoes a
process of decay which occurs because of bacterial activity. The
bacteria that live in an oxygen-rich environment (aerobic bacteria)
work much faster than bacteria that live in oxygen -poor
environments (anaerobic bacteria). Therefore, the absence of
oxygen increases the chance of organic matter being buried before
it decays. Environments such as swamps and lagoons are low
oxygen environments. When walking through swamps and lagoons
you might detect an unpleasant smell, for example, rotten egg gas,
indicating you are in a low oxygen environment.

The sediments (sand, mud, etc.) containing the layers of organic
matter are deeply buried, compressed and turned into rock,
(source rocks).

I The organic matter is transformed at depth (where temperatures are
higher), by slow chemical reactions, to oil and gas.

Oil and gas formed in the source rocks migrate into very porous
rocks (reservoir rocks) where they are stored .

Traps and seals develop so that the oil/gas does not escape. Traps
may develop by folding or faulting of the sequence of rocks and seal
are formed by layers of impervious rocks.

'
The deeper rocks are buried, the higher the temperature, but it must
not be too high (>200°C). If the heat is enough to turn rocks into
slate or higher grade metamorphic rocks, then instead of gas and oil,
graphite (used in lead pencils) will be formed!

'

Folding and faulting of the rocks must not be too severe or traps
may become breached and leak.

I The beds must remain buried. If they are exposed to erosion, the
gas or oil may be lost.

The pore spaces of the storage rocks must remain open so that the
gas or oil can be pumped out of the formation. Swelling clays or
mineral cements deposited by groundwaters can fill the pores of
resorvoir rocks and stop the recovery of all the gas or oil.

•
••
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100 million years^ UN I 998Scquence^ •
•
•
•
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• 4. Exploration methods & estimating reserves
People first became aware of petroleum through natural "seeps" or spots in the Earth's surface

• where shallow deposits of gas and crude oil were escaping from the Earth. So when prospectors

• began to seek greater volumes of petroleum the easiest way to find it was to look for evidence of
seeps on the surface of the Earth. This led to the discovery of many of the world's great oil fields

• in the USA, the Middle East and Venezuela.

• As early as 1842 it was learned that petroleum seeps quite often occurred on anticlinal folds.

•
Then, at the turn of the century, having realised that the basic tool in
any search for petroleum is a knowledge of the Earth itself,

• companies began employing geologists and geophysicists to help
them in their search for oil.

•
There are a number of steps that take place when a company is

• exploring for petroleum:

• 1. Basin analysis;
2. Acquisition of an area to explore;

• 3. Acquisition of geophysical data;
4. Defining leads and prospects;

• 5. Drilling an exploration well.

Basin analysis
• The search for gas and oil begins with geologists using their knowledge of the Earth to locate

prospective areas. These are areas that are likely to contain source and reservoir rocks.

• As we have already seen, a favourable system must contain the following:
Source rocks

• A migratory pathway
Reservoir rocks

• Traps and Seals

• The number of conditions that have to be met make you wonder how it is that we keep finding
• new fields! Once nature has met it's challenge and produced the gas and oil—we are faced with

the challenge of following the clues to find it.•
• Geophysical methods. At this stage of exploration, geophysical methods are used to

determine the large scale structures in an area. Geophysics, as the name suggests, is the study of
• the physical properties of the Earth. Measurements are taken from a single small plane or from

the ground. The main geophysical surveys used to find trap structures or buried reefs of sand bars
where oil and gas might accumulate are magnetic and gravity.

• Magnetics. The magnetic signature of metamorphic and igneous rocks is greater than that of
• sedimentary rocks. The results will indicate the thickness of a sedimentary sequence and broad

trends in a structure. Using this method it is possible to map the extent of a basin.

•

•
•
•
• 0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Gravity. Small variations in the Earth's gravity field, a result of variations in density of
sedimentary rocks and crustal rocks, can be mapped. This method will give indications of
structures, but it is not sufficient to locate a drill site.

During a survey, data for an entire area are collected by flying along survey lines. The aircraft
flies at a set height about 80-100 metres above the ground along survey lines around 200-400
metres apart. The data are then processed to remove non-geological background information for
the specific data type.

The role of geological surveys in finding petroleum resources. Before exploring a
particular area, an exploration company needs regional geological and geophysical information
so that they can target areas which they consider to have highest prospectivity. In Australia, each
state and the Northern Territory have their own geological surveys. These surveys work together
with AGSO (the Australian Geological Survey Organisation) on a number of programs such as
the National Geoscience Mapping Accord (NGMA) to provide regional geoscientific data for the
exploration industries across the Australian continent.

The cost of undertaking these regional surveys, many of which will not prove to be prospective,
is high. By having a geological survey, governments provide exploration and mining companies
with data designed to encourage the company to undertake further exploration. As well as
producing regional maps, the surveys also carry out research aimed at better understanding the
processes that determine the formation and distribution of oil and gas. At a smaller scale,
geochemists' research includes fingerprinting the gas and using isotopes, so that we can tell
where it has come from.

Australian Geological Survey Organisation (AGSO)
The Australian Geological Survey Organisation was established in 1946 as the Bureau of Mineral Resources to
provide a national geological survey focus during the post-war development period. Since this time, the
Organisation has been instrumental in the discovery of numerous mineral and petroleum deposits and continues to
provide survey data and geological advice to government, industry and research institutions.

AGSO's Petroleum and Marine Division is involved in two main programs aimed at encouraging and assisting
Australia's petroleum industry.

Australian Ocean Territory Mapping Program
This program will provide geoscientilic information, maps and data to:
• maximise and sustain Australia's legal continental shelf claim;
• encourage petroleum resource exploration on Australia's continental margin;
• help make exploration activity more cost effective;
• support Government decision-making on offshore exploration and development and facilitate marine zone

management.

National Geoscience Mapping Accord
In cooperation with State and Territory geological surveys and agencies, provide geoscicnce information, maps and
date to:
• encourage petroleum resource exploration in Australia.
• help make petroleum exploration more cost effective.
• assist responsible resource management.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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• Acquisition of areas for exploration
To explore in a particular area you must have an exploration permit or lease from the government
or land owners of the land or ocean territory. This permit is legal, written permission for a

• company to explore and it sets out in detail the rights and responsibilities of both the company
and the owner of the area.

• Acquisition of seismic data
An explosion, at the surface of the ground or water generates shock waves. Some of these waves

• will be reflected when they cross a boundary in which the velocity of the wave changes. For
example the boundary between water and rock, or the boundary between sandstone and shale

• rock types. The reflected shock waves are received at the surface by devices called geophones.

•
By measuring the time it takes for these waves to travel (transit times) and then processing the
data, the subsurface structure can be worked out. In the past it could only be worked out in 2

• dimensions, but new technologies in data processing and representation can now give us a 3-
dimensional seismic image. The acquisition of seismic data can be summarised as follows:

1. Generate a short, sharp shock wave11111^2. Record its return to the surface

• 3. Generate a picture
4. Make a map

There are some limits to what seismic techniques can deliver—otherwise the risk involved in
• exploration would not be as high as it is:

• 1. The signal received gets worse the deeper we attempt to go.
2. Some materials, such as salt, do not allow seismic waves to penetrate through.

• 3. Other materials, such as carbonates, attenuate or weaken the signal returned to the listening
device.

• 4. Although we only want the signal that is a result of the shock wave reflecting off a layer and
being received by the listening device, there are many more signals received from a single
layer due to reflection between layers.

The processing of the data to improve the picture is, therefore, an incredibly complex process.
• Although complex, it must be as precise as possible in order to give the most correct picture,

which is then interpreted to make a map of the geology below the surface.
•

• In Australia, seismic acquisition costs are approximately as follows for:
Onshore^$3000 to $4000 per kilometre
Offshore^$1000 per kilometre

Then there is the cost of hiring the processing vessel, –$10 000/day + maintenance + fuel.

• Other methods that can be used to detect prospective areas include:
• Airborne laser fluorescence— Most of the world's known hydrocarbon-producing basins

leak. Oil seeps indicate that either a petroleum system currently exists in an area or has existed
there in the past. Special equipment called a laser fluorosensor can detect small, thin films of
oil. The fluorosensor emits a laser beam. This is absorbed by the oil, which 'fluoresces' and
emits light of a longer wavelength which is detected by the laser fluorosensor.

•
•
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• Surface geochemistry—A submerged seawater sampling device is towed close to the sea
floor, from where it continuously pumps seawater up into a geochemical laboratory on the
ship which is towing it. There, hydrocarbons are extracted and measured using a method
called gas chromatography.

Defining leads and prospects
The map of the geology below the surface will indicate particular structures that could contain oil
or gas—traps. The geologist will define the potential traps and the most likely places in which
petroleum will be found, in order for the next stage to begin.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Drilling an exploration well
The only way to find out for certain whether a trap structure actually contains oil or gas is to drill
into it. The cost of drilling is so high that the decision to drill is made after careful consideration
of all available geological and geophysical data together with economic aspects of whether a
structure may contain sufficient petroleum to be commercially viable.

Drilling is done with a rotary drilling rig. The bit cuts through the rock. Rock chips and cores are
recovered at the surface of the hole for examination. If the presence of petroleum is detected
there are a number of tests that can be run that will indicate the fluids present, the pressures and
flow rates. In any case, special measurements are taken at the deepest point in the hole and at one
or two intermediate depths, by lowering a sensitive instrument that can record properties of the
reservoir and rock types.

If a discovery is made, longer term testing and evaluation are carried out and assessed from
technical and economic viewpoints.

Costs involved in drilling vary with location, but are typically :
Onshore^$750 000 to $1 million per hole
Offshore^$2 million to $10 million per hole

•

Case study—Bass Strait. During exploration of the
Bass Strait, offshore from Victoria, BHP began with an
airborne magnetometer survey along lines 3 km apart
across the whole Bass Strait area. This established the
broad limits of the sedimentary basin. A marine survey
was then planned which covered the areas of the basin
where the sediments were at their thickest. From the
seismic records obtained, maps were drawn and features
were interpreted. Some of the favourable features of the
basin were:
• the existence of a thick sequence of sediments of a

prospective age
• the high probability of good reservoir and source rocks
• the existence of suitable structures for trapping oil

offshore
• evidence of oil and gas in onshore wells in the same

basin
• the large size of the basin and its position relatively

close to population centres

•
•
•
•
•

Bass Strait has produced significant amounts of gas and oil for Australia.
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Estimating reserves—how much is down there?
Before a company starts producing from their well, they need to determine whether it is
economic to do so. In order to work out the viability, the reserves of gas and oil have to be
estimated.

In order to calculate the amount of petroleum in a given field a number of factors must be
considered. These include:
• the volume of rock in the trap,
• the percentage of reservoir quality rock,
• the percentage of pore space in the reservoir,
• the percentage of oil or gas in the pores,
• the recovery factor (usually 35-40% is left in the ground),
• and the change in volume of oil and gas as they ascend to the surface from depth.

Oil shrinks—gas expands. There is a direct relationship between the volume of a gas and
the pressure under which it exists. When extracting petroleum and calculating reserves, this
principle must be considered. The volume that the gas takes up at 3 km depth will be less than
the volume it takes up at shallower depths. This is due to the decrease in the pressure on the gas.

Increase in volume of gas portion with decreasing pressure/depth

1

3

4

Volume (at depth indicated below the surface)
L MI 998 Vokam res rurcelas

Supplied by Jim Preston BHP Petroleum
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You will notice in the graph above that the oil that is present at 4 & 5 km depth suddenly
becomes gas and oil at shallower depths. Just like sugar will dissolve in water and even more
sugar will dissolve in a hot cup of tea; natural gas will dissolve in the liquid oil and more will
dissolve as the pressure increases. This is why we see a large amount of gas at a depth of 1 km
when there was pure oil at 5 km depth.

A different scenario, displaying the direct relationship between volume and pressure, is shown in
the diagram. As a large bell is lowered in the ocean, the volume of air decreases because of the
pressure increase with depth.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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5. Extraction of natural gas
The extraction of large quantities of natural gas can only occur with appropriate, purpose-built
equipment and the "cooperation" of the rock hosting the resources.

Equipment
Extracting the reserves of gas that exist under the ground is a complex technological feat. The
machinery and equipment used at this stage is expensive. Exploration companies lease or
purchase the necessary equipment.

The diagram below shows just some of the equipment used in the extraction process:

Drill Bits "chew" through the rock as
they cut deeper into the crust

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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A "well-behaved" rock
Even if natural gas is present in the rock and the equipment necessary for extraction is available,
companies will only be able to extract natural gas if it is able to flow through the reservoir rock.
The ability of oil and gas to flow through the reservoir rock into the well for extraction is
determined by two factors, porosity and permeability.

Porosity. Porosity is the capacity of the rock to hold a fluid. The porosity of a rock is expressed
as the percentage volume of non-solid (or fluid) portion of the reservoir divided by the total
volume of the reservoir. The diagram below illustrates the concept of porosity.

In the diagram the particles in each container are all the same size. In reservoirs the particles of
sediment that make up the rock are never all the same size and the actual porosity in rocks may
range from 3% to 40%(rare) with the most common value being 20%.

Porosity tends to decrease in deeper, older layers. This decrease is caused by the weight of
overlying layers and by particles becoming cemented together. In other cases porosity can be
created and this is known as secondary porosity. It may be the result of fracturing, or the result of
groundwater dissolving limestone. Secondary porosity enables fluids to flow through the
reservoir more easily because pores or openings are much larger.

Permeability. The permeability of a reservoir describes the ability of a fluid to flow through
the formation. If permeability is so low that the gas will not flow from the reservoir to the well
the cost of extraction will be prohibitive. This occurred in the Mesa Verde gas field in Wyoming,
USA. Millions of dollars were spent on the rich natural gas deposit, but the sands were too
tightly packed to let the gas flow through.

The permeability is determined by several factors:
• viscosity of the fluid,
• size and shape of the formation,
• pressure on the fluid.

••
0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998•
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The unit of permeability is a darcy: In most reservoirs, the average permeability is less than one
darcy, so the usual figures are in thousandths of a darcy, tnillidarcies (md). The permeability of
some rocks is listed below:

Fine-grained sandstone^ 5 md

Coarse sandstone (all grains the same size)^475 md

Coarse sandstone with fine grains^10 md

Sediment Grains

Permeability depends on the inter-connectedness of the pore spaces

Like porosity, permeability decreases as depth of burial increases. The weight of the overlaying
layers acts to compact the grains closer together. Another effect of depth is that cementation
occurs. This is where ground water may precipitate the dissolved minerals it is carrying, reducing
the amount of free space and the flow paths that the oil and gas would previously have had.

A reservoir that may produce great quantities at one depth, may be of no economic value at a
greater depth if the petroleum cannot flow through the rock to the well.

The driving force. In addition to the characteristics of the rocks, a driving force must be
present in the reservoir in order for flow to occur. In order to understand the force behind the
flow we need to first understand the concepts of pressure and gas saturation in oil.

Pressure. The pressure of any gas is caused by the
bombardment of the walls by the particles. The
particles colliding with the wall exert a force on the
wall which can be detected as the pressure of the gas.

Gas saturation. The gas, oil and water in a reservoir
normally tend to separate. The gas is on top of the oil
which is on top of the water due to their respective
densities. At depth, however, gas may be dissolved in
oil without maintaining separate layers.

This is because of the effect of pressure on solubility.
The amount of gas that will dissolve in oil increases as

I One darcy is equivalent to the flow of 1 cubic centimetre per second of fluid with a viscosity of 1 centipoise (unit
of thickness).

()Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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the pressure or depth increases. The amount of gas that will dissolve depends on the composition
of the oil. When the oil can dissolve no more gas it is said to be saturated.
Depending on the pressure, you may have any one or a combination of the following scenarios:
• gas present within an oil layer (under-saturated in gas);
• gas and oil layers present because the oil is saturated with gas and excess gas is present;
• only oil present;
• only gas present.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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If gas is present, and no gas production wells are drilled into the gas, but wells are drilled into the
oil, the gas will expand as the oil is tapped and it will push down on the oil, driving the oil to the
surface. This is called a gas-cap drive.

If the pressure in the reservoir is so great that all of the gas is dissolved in the oil and no gas
bubbles can form, when a well is drilled and the pressure is relieved, the gas will come out of
solution and begin to form bubbles. As these expand their pressure will force the oil into the well
and up to the surface. This is called a solution gas drive.

In a third type of reservoir, water provides the energy for the drive. The water is pushing up
against the petroleum. As the petroleum is withdrawn, the water fills the spaces in the rock.

The water flowing through permeable rocks increases the pressure on the oil. Once the oil is
drilled it provides a natural driving force for the oil to rise to the surface.

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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• 6. Australia's natural gas potential
•

Natural gas in Australia
Sedimentary basins suitable for gas and oil accumulation occur over a large part of continental

• Australia and along its continental shelf. The major gas (and associated oil) fields occur in the
Carnarvon, Browse, Bonaparte, Cooper, Gippsland and Perth Basins. The locations of the

• sedimentary basins hosting the major gas deposits in Australia are shown in chapter 8. Large oil

•
fields have been found in the Gippsland, Carnarvon, Browse and Bonaparte Basins. Other
smaller oil fields exist in the Amadeus, Otway, Perth, Canning, Cooper-Eromanga, Browse,

• Bowen, Surat and Carnarvon basins.

• The key natural gas production areas in Australian states are:
• Victoria—The Gippsland Basin supplies over 98% of Victoria's natural gas. The rest comes

• from gas reserves at Port Campbell in Western Victoria (supplying to Portland and
• Warrnambool) from the Otway Basin.

• Western Australia—The Carnarvon (North West Shelf) and Perth Basins provide most of
• Western Australia's gas supply. The gas fields that are located in the Carnarvon Basin are the

Goodwyn, North Rankin, Tubridgi, Harriet and Griffin fields.
• • South Australia—The Cooper/Eromanga Basins and the Otway Basin are the main production

• basins for South Australia.
• Queensland—There are 4 main gas production areas in Queensland, located in the

• Bowen/Surat and Cooper/Eromanga Basins. These areas are called Roma, Silver Springs,
Kincora and the Denison Trough. Queensland also has large reserves of coal seam methane.

• Supplies of this are expected to last at least several hundred years at current rates of gas

• consumption.
• Northern Territory—The Amadeus Basin in central Australia contains the Mereenie and Palm

• Valley gas fields, the first to be discovered in the Northern Territory in the 1960's. Off-shore
in the Bonaparte Basin lies the Bayu/Undan gas and condensate fields. The Petrel and Tern

• gas fields, also in the Bonaparte Basin, could also supply gas to the NT.

• • Tasmania— Tasmania has potential reserves of natural gas at the Yolla field in Bass Strait.
• New South Wales—Although it has no large gas fields, it may not always be entirely

• dependant on natural gas supplies from interstate. There are substantial reserves of coal seam
methane in NSW, mainly in the Sydney and Gunnedah Basins.

•

• Australia's natural gas resources and reserves.
Australia is relatively unexplored for natural gas. Natural gas has previously been viewed as

• second prize in the search for oil. However, it is proving to be Australia's fastest growing energy

• resource.

• The search for gas has, up until recently, concentrated on the sedimentary basins on the continent
and shallow continental shelf. However, it will take many discoveries to supply Australia's
demand in the future, so exploration companies are now looking in deeper offshore areas in the

•
hope of finding more and larger fields. This has been made possible by the development of
deepwater drilling and recovery methods. Current technologies allow drilling in water depths

• approaching 2000 metres. Further discoveries are also being made in basins considered well
explored because of the advent of new exploration technologies.

•

•

•
0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Very large gas fields have been discovered on the North West Shelf at water depths of over 100
metres. Exploration in deeper water (800 to 2000 metres) on the Exmouth Plateau has discovered
large reserves of gas, but very high development and operational costs involved in recovery from
water depths of 1000 metres, 200 km offshore make the resource uneconomic to develop at the
present. It is estimated that the basins of the North West Shelf contain most of Australia's
undiscovered gas reserves and about half of Australia's remaining undiscovered reserves of oil.

The level of reserves is affected by a number of different factors, such as exploration successes
and production technology. It is not possible to predict the ultimate level of Australia's gas
reserves, but experience here and overseas suggests that there will be significant additions in the
future.

There are a number of different categories of gas reserves:

Categories of Gas Reserves

Total resource base

•••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Undiscovered

Recoverable

Discovered

Unrecoverable

••
•
•Commercial Uncommercial

•
In calculations of Australia's reserves, undiscovered resources are included. This is done using
an average level of reserves that have been discovered in the past. The reserve estimates are all
highly conservative and include only basins that are currently producing.

Australia's Natural Gas Reserves (1998)
Source: Oil and Gas Resources of Australia.
Basin Billion cubic

metres
Trillion
cubic feet

Adavale & Amadeus Basins 0.54 0.02
Bonaparte Basin 10.48 0.37
Bowen Basin 2.74 0.1
Carnarvon Basin 530.16 18.72
Cooper/Eromanga Basins 77.92 2.75
Gippsland Basin 133.70 4.72
Otway Basin 0.75 0.03
Perth Basin 4.33 0.15
Surat Basin 0.71 0.03
Total 761.32 26.89

•
•
••
•
•••
•
••
•
•
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• Coal seam methane reserves and resources
•

Gas is also found on the continent, where it is trapped in coal seams. Being natural gas, it is
composed primarily of methane, thus the name coal seam methane. It is a potentially valuable

• gas resource and Australia is estimated to have the fourth largest reserves in the world (behind
Russia, Canada and China). At present, coal seam methane is being supplied from the Bowen

• Basin in Queensland to residential, commercial and industrial customers in Brisbane,
Toowoomba and on Queensland's south coast. Other potential coal seam methane resources have
not been brought to production because they cannot currently compete with other more economic

• energy sources. It is, however, a potentially valuable gas resource in Australia.

• The major coal basins in Australia which have the potential for coal seam methane production
are located in New South Wales and Queensland and include the Galilee, Bowen, Surat,

• Clarence-Moreton, Gunnedah, Sydney and Gloucester Basins. Some coal deposits in Western

•
Australia may also contain gas resources. But we do not yet know for sure whether these coal
basins will be able to produce coal seam methane.•
Issues. There are a considerable number of questions which will need to be addressed before

• coal seam methane becomes a commonly used fuel. One of these questions that is particularly

• relevant to the Sydney Basin is the issue of competing land uses. It has been suggested that the
coal seam methane resources of the Sydney Basin could meet Sydney's gas needs for between 60

• to 180 years (Warren Centre, 1994). However, some parts of the discovered resources may not be
able to be accessed due to the presence of office buildings, road and suburban developments and

• national parks. Other barriers to coal seam gas production include cost of production and
environmental issues. A potential environmental problem is the disposal of groundwater from

• coal seam wells. Groundwater is extracted along with gas from coal seams and it is costly to

• reinject it into deep aquifers. The cost of treatment of groundwater to make it of useable quality
has to be factored in when determining the cost of production.

•
• The future

Australia's reserves of fossil fuels will keep us going well into the next century. The lifetime of
• total world gas reserves is currently estimated at 66 years; crude oil's estimate is 42 years. Other

figures estimate that the amount of recoverable gas, oil and coal, is sufficient to last another 170
• years at current consumption rates. How long our reserves will last is obviously debatable, but

we do know that there is a limited amount of these resources. What is also known is that we have• continued to discover more reserves, beyond what was predicted even 20 years ago. It is certain
• that we will continue to make more discoveries and as new technologies become available

known deposits that we have been unable to extract will become accessible and, eventually,
economic. In the meantime considerable effort is being directed towards the development of
renewable energy sources like solar and wind power. This provides the opportunity to reduce

• our reliance on fossil fuels over a period of time.

•

•
•
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Gas hydrates—eastern Lord Howe Rise
Gas hydrates may be an enormous source of natural gas in the future. Gas hydrates are ice-like
crystalline solids formed from mixtures of water and gas. 1 cubic metre of hydrate can yield 164
cubic metres of methane, which is 2 to 5 times greater than the methane produced from
conventional gas reservoirs at similar pressures. Gas hydrates have been known to chemists
since 1810 and first became of interest to the petroleum industry in the 1930's when it was
realized that hydrates can block pipelines. Some estimates suggest that the total amount of gas
hydrates worldwide contains twice the amount of carbon in all known oil, coal and natural gas
reserves together.

The Australian Geological Survey Organisation's R. V. Rig Seismic collected data resulting in
strong indications of this gas hydrate deposit on the Lord Howe Rise. The deposit is of particular
interest because of its immense size, its open location and its shared national ownership. (Exon,
N.F. et al, 1998). The technologies enabling extraction of this resource have not yet been
developed. It is estimated that it will be at least 70 years before we will be able to successfully
extract gas hydrates.

O Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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• 7. From the well to the user
•

Once it has reached the surface, natural gas is transported by pipelines from the well to the
processing plant. Before the gas is transported from the gas field it is purified to remove

• unwanted chemicals such as carbon dioxide and water. Where the gas is to be transported
overseas it is changed to liquified natural gas. On land, the transportation of natural gas from the

• purification plant to the consumer occurs through pipelines. The two types of pipelines involved
are:

• • Transmission pipelines—hauling large volumes of gas over large distances from the
processing plant to the city gate.

• Distribution pipelines—moving gas through urban networks to reach the consumer.
•

•
(7)•

• —
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•

•
0

•

•
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Transmission pipelines
Natural gas pipelines did not appear in Australia until the late 1960's. The pipelines that exist in
Australia covered 15,600 km in 1998. Apart from Tasmania, which does not have any recognised
available natural gas, and NSW and the ACT, which source their natural gas from interstate, all
other states source their gas mainly from within their own borders or from reserves in deposits
located on the continental shelf (offshore).

Materials, installation and maintenance. Natural gas transmission pipelines are
constructed from high tensile strength steel, which has the desirable properties for gas
transportation under high pressures. Being steel, however, it is subject to the effects of corrosion
or rusting. Pipelines that are installed are generally protected from corrosion by coatings and
cathodic protection (see box below).

The installation of transmission pipelines generally follows these steps:
1. Fencing—where temporary gates are constructed in fences in rural areas.
2. Clearing and Grading—where needed so that access is made possible.
3. Trenching—excavation of the trench for the pipe.
4. Pipe stringing—distribution of the pipes along side the trench for welding.
5. Pipe bending—to accommodate sharp changes in direction, vertically or horizontally.
6. Welding—individual pipe lengths are welded together to form a string.
7. Joint coating —cleaning and priming of pipe surfaces and application of a joint coating

material
8. Lowering in—to the trench.
9. Backfilling—carried out shortly after placement of padding.
10. Clean-up and restoration—compacting the backfill and restoring original ground contours.

Topsoil is spread from the stockpile created at step 2 and reseeding and fertilising is carried
out to enable regrowth of vegetation. Warning signs and aerial markers are erected and
fences restored.

11. Hydrostatic testing—the pipe is filled with water and pressure tested and any leaks repaired.
12. Commissioning—gradually bringing the pipeline up to operating pressure.

What is cathodic protection?
When any metal is buried underground it is surrounded by soil/earth materials (containing salts) and exposed also
to ground waters containing oxygen. In order to corrode (chemically break down) a metal the necessary , ingredients
are salt, water and oxygen—so shallow burial is the petfect environment to create rust. However, certain metals will
corrode in preference to other metals. The list of metals arranged in order of most easy to corrode to most difficult
is called the Activity series of metals.

Easiest to corrode i^ t> Hardest to corrode
Aluminium^Zinc^Chromium^lion Nickel^Tin^Lead^Copper

Steel is made up primarily of iron. When pipes have been placed in the ground, a metal that is more likely to
corrode than iron is placed in contact with the pipe to prevent the pipe itself corroding. The metal being used for
cathodic protection has to be monitored and replaced when it is no longer doing its job. In some pipelines, e.g.
water pipelines, the iron is coated with a thin layer of zinc. Because the zinc is more easily corroded than iron it will
protect the iron until all of the zinc has been corroded.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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• The condition of the pipeline is monitored throughout its lifetime. Instrumentation is installed
with the pipelines so that measurements can be taken (temperature, pressure, flow rates),
operations can be controlled (opening and closing valves, starting and stopping compressors) and
cathodic protection systems can be monitored. The information recorded at the pipeline is
transmitted to an operator using satellite or microwave data transmission systems.•
How is gas made to move through the pipelines? In order to move gas through a
pipeline, the inlet pressure has to be greater than the outlet pressure. The gas will move from
higher to lower pressures. But as the gas travels along the length of a pipeline, its pressure
gradually declines, mainly due to friction with the pipe wall. Many pipelines, particularly those
of larger diameter have an internal lining, typically epoxy paint, which serves to reduce the
roughness of the internal pipe wall surface and hence to reduce the pressure drop due to friction.

To increase the pressure in a pipeline—in order to increase the amount of gas flowing—
compressors are used to boost the pressure. Maximum efficiency is achieved by operating
pipelines at their maximum allowable operating pressure.

ACTIVITY IDEA
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Here is a graph of the effect of compressor stations on the pressure of the gas flowing through the
Moomba to Adelaide Pipeline.

Question. Where are the compressor stations located?
Answer. At approximately 70km, 180km, 270km^ from Moomba.

Gas in the transmission pipeline. The amount of blood you have in your body includes
all of the blood flowing to and from your heart through veins and arteries. In the same way, the

• amount of natural gas available includes the gas that is actually in the transmission pipeline.
Given that these pipelines traverse enormous distances and contain gas at high pressures, the
pipelines are considered as a type of storage vessel. The amount of gas stored in a pipeline is

• referred to technically as "linepack". The longer the pipeline and the greater the diameter and
pressure, the greater the linepack.•

•
•

During periods of very high demand for gas (e.g. evenings in winter in cold climates), the
quantity of gas being drawn from a pipeline may exceed the quantity being received into the
pipeline from the purification plant. The balance can be made up from linepack. Similarly if

•
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breakdowns occur some linepack may be available to maintain gas deliveries until repairs can be
made.

The $ cost of transmission pipelines. The economics of pipelines are largely determined
by the trade-off between pipeline construction costs and compression costs. A given flow can be
transported either by a larger diameter pipe (which will involve higher construction costs but
lower compression costs) or a smaller diameter pipe (which will involve reduced construction
costs but additional costs for the purchase, installation and operation of compressors).The value
of the existing transmission pipelines in Australia is billions of dollars. New Australian pipeline
proposals, totalling 11 000 km, require an investment estimated at $6 billion.

Benefits and impact of transmission pipelines. The impact on society and the
environment of the transmission pipelines occurs during the construction phase. It typically takes
little more than a month from clearing and grading to the commencement of restoration. Before
this can actually occur in some cases the corridor of land may need to be acquired by the pipeline
owner. Local indigenous groups and landholders are consulted to ensure the protection of native
title, culture and heritage along the length of the pipeline. A vital aspect of planning the pipeline
route is the impact of its construction on the environment and the native flora and fauna.

For the Mt Isa pipeline in Queensland, the final route was much further to the east of the initial
route. This was in order to avoid areas inhabited by the bilby—one of Australia's rare
endangered species. Construction was not carried out at night-time to accommodate the
nocturnal nature of the bilbies. Avoiding the bilby habitats meant the pipeline zig-zagged for
about 50 km, though this is not regarded as unusual.

Once they have been installed, pipelines carrying enormous quantities of natural gas to city gates
are unobtrusive. In fact most people don't know the transmission pipelines are there!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Distribution networks
At city-gate stations the pressure is usually reduced before gas enters local distribution networks.
From here the natural gas distribution industry takes over, distributing the gas to homes, offices,
factories and service stations.

Transmission
Pipeline

• City^
lc?) mPreetsesrure Regulator

Gate• 11^Boundary of

gh Pressure System^
Customer's Premises

S

• Schematic diagram of a gas distribution network

• Low
Pressure• • System

Low
Pressure
System

Low
Pressure
System

Natural gas distribution represents an important facet of Australia's energy delivery system. Gas
networks are located beneath the ground, providing the means of safe, reliable and unobtrusive
delivery of natural gas to existing and future end users. The main elements of a distribution
network are:
• the gate stations where custody transfer of gas occurs;
• the distribution mains which carry gas from gate stations to end users;
• pressure regulating stations which control the pressure of gas entering sections of the network

and also at the premises of end users, usually immediately before the gas meter;
• services which convey gas from mains in the street to the premises of end consumers; and
• meters which measure the quantity of gas entering a system and the quantity used by end

users.

• Gate stations. Gate Stations measure the quantity of natural gas energy entering and leaving a
transmission system for the purposes of customer billing and gas balancing. By law, a small

• quantity of odorant must be added to gas entering distribution systems for safety reasons. The
substances used are compounds containing sulphur, usually mercaptans, which possess a

• characteristic odor.

•

• Large industrial customers are frequently supplied directly from transmission pipelines or from

• the high pressure steel mains of distribution networks.

•

•

•

•
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Distribution network pipelines. Until the late 1960s distribution networks were primarily
built using cast iron pipes and unprotected and protected steel pipes. Nowadays steel pipe is
coated and cathodically protected to prevent corrosion. Since the mid 1970s most mains laid
have been either plastic (PE, PVC or nylon) or coated and cathodically protected steel. In
addition to new sections of networks, plastic pipes are commonly used in mains replacement.
Advantages of plastic pipes are that they:
• are inexpensive and light weight;
• exhibit high corrosion resistance;
• are easy to lay and join;
• can operate at higher pressure than cast iron pipes, thus permitting smaller diameter pipes;
• have lower maintenance costs.

Metering—the end of the line. Metering is necessary for billing purposes where custody
transfer occurs such as when gas enters distribution networks and leaves them at the premises of
end users. Developments are continuing around the world in the technology of meters themselves
and of meter reading.

Typically, domestic and commercial meters are read manually. This process becomes costly
when there are multiple meters or they are located in positions which are difficult to access.
Some hard to read meters also may create a physical danger for the meter reader. As industrial
customers require more detailed information which is supplied through flow computers, their
meters are frequently read remotely via telemetery to a central data collection point.

Major advances are being made in automated meter reading. The range of technology embraces
radio frequencies, fibre optics and smart cards.

How a gas meter works. What you see when you look at a gas meter is a box with two holes
in it. One hole is the inlet pipe, the other is the outlet pipe. Inside the box you have a measuring
device. The measuring device contains two "lungs" called bellows which fill up alternately. As
one fills up two things happen, firstly the other bellow is forced to empty through the outlet pipe
because of space limitations. Secondly, the expanding bellow turns a mechanical cog which
registers how much has been transferred on the meter. The meter measures the volume of gas
that is transferred and this is about 1 litre for each bellow. The units that a gas meter records in
are cubic metres.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
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• Liquefied natural gas (LNG)
•

Transportation of gas through pipelines is economic on land. To transport natural gas out of
Australia it is converted to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). LNG is produced when natural gas is

• chilled to a temperature of minus 161.5 2 C , the temperature at which it liquefies. As a liquid, the
product condenses to 11600 th of its normal gaseous volume and can be easily transported by ship.

•
At its destination, the LNG is re-gasified for reticulation to homes and industries or for use as a
fuel in power generation.•
The clean burning qualities of LNG have made it an increasingly popular fuel, particularly for

• power generation, in countries wanting to reduce their Greenhouse emissions.

• Since 1990, world trade in LNG has been growing at an average annual rate of around 6.8%

• including a 12.4% rise between 1995 and 1996. In 1997, total world trade was estimated at
around 82 million tonnes.

Japan and South Korea are the two largest importers of LNG, accounting for 58% and 14%
respectively. Combined with Taiwan's import quantity, Asia dominates world trade with over
75% of all imports. Asian and Australian exporters account for over 66% of all exports.

• Australia exports LNG to a number of
countries and transportation takes place

• in one of eight specialised tankers
delivering Australian LNG overseas.

• Each of these tankers hold 125,000

• cubic metres of LNG. That's equivalent
to about 70 Olympic sized swimming

• pools.

• Australia entered the world LNG trade
with the first shipment from the North
West Shelf to Japan in 1989.

• Development of the massive North West Shelf Gas Project was a triumph for Australian
engineering and construction. The project is based on substantial offshore gas reserves
discovered in the Dampier Sub-Basin on the North West continental shelf in the early 1970s.
Commencing in 1985 and extending over the next four years, the first two of an eventual three
LNG processing trains, four LNG storage tanks and a loadout jetty were built. Following
commencement of LNG exports to Japan in 1989, construction of the third LNG processing train
was completed in 1992 and the Project's second offshore platform, Goodwyn A, commenced
production in early 1995.

A fleet of eight LNG ships, specially designed to run on boil-off gas from their cargoes, was built
to service the Australia-Japan LNG trade. Under 20 year contracts with the eight customers,
LNG deliveries from the North West Shelf to Japan reached 7.5 million tonnes a year in 1997.
Other "spot" sales of LNG have been made to Spain, South Korea, Turkey and the USA.
Australian LNG is now set to play an even bigger role in the international gas industry. The
North West Shelf venture partners are planning a major of the North West Shelf Project.

Australia is blessed with abundant gas reserves, particularly off its north and west coasts. There
are also significant potential markets for this gas among the conveniently-located developed and

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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developing economies of the Western Pacific Rim. In addition to the major expansion planned
for the North West Shelf Project, a number of potential new Australian LNG projects are
currently under consideration. These include development of the large Gorgon gas fields, located
off the north west coast of Western Australia, and the Northern Australia Gas Venture which is
investigating the feasibility of a large-scale domestic gas and LNG export project to be based
near Darwin, in the Northern Territory.

Other Australian gas resources with potential for future LNG development include the
Brecknock gas field in the Browse Basin off Western Australia, the Bayu/Undan deposits in the
Timor Sea and, on a smaller scale, the Macedon gas resource off Western Australia.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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• 8. How natural gas is used

•
Early prospectors were unaware of the uses of gas. When they found it along with oil it was
normally burnt off. However, natural gas was used as far back as 2000 years ago, when the

• Chinese piped gas through bamboo tubes into their homes to generate light.

• Prior to 1970, most of the gas used for Australian homes and industry was produced from coal or
oil at the gas works near the city or town using the gas. As gas pipelines have been installed
around the country, gasworks have closed down and natural gas has been piped from the gas

• fields. The use of gas in industries and homes increased in the 1970's and 1980's as oil prices
climbed and gas prices remained relatively stable.

•
Uses of natural gas
Natural gas is used mainly in
• industry (57%)
• power generation (21%)
• households (16%)
• commercial sector (6%)
• transport (<1%)

Households. The major uses of energy in households are water heating, heating, cooking,
which can be sourced from either gas or electricity and, refrigeration and lighting, which are
almost entirely electric products.

Gas is the second most used energy source for households, electricity being the largest. The main
applications of gas in households are cooking, heating and water heating. Other applications
include barbecues (both natural gas and LPG) and pool heating. There is also significant research
and development work occurring both in Australia and overseas, covering applications such as
gas clothes drying, gas cooling and combined applications including gas/electricity and gas/solar
products.

Hot water. There are two main types of gas hot water heaters: gas continuous flow units and
gas hot water storage units. Gas continuous flow systems heat water as it is required and are
compact as they do not require a storage area. The other main type of water heater is a gas
storage hot water unit which stores heated water in a fully insulated tank that can either be
internally or externally located. Centralised gas hot water units are also used in many medium
density residential developments. Gas boosted/solar hot water units are also available to
households.

Cooking. In recent times there have been improvements to the design and performance of gas
cooking appliances including the introduction of gas wok burner hotplates and cookers,
temperature controls and improvements in design and styling. At an international level there
have been developments in gas cooking applications toward lower NO 2 hotplates in order to
address the issue of indoor air quality. Electric glass/ceramic hotplates have been rapidly
increasing in the market due to their ease of cleaning and aesthetic design. Similar gas hotplates
have been designed with gas burners underneath a glass/ceramic panel. Development of a
combination gas and microwave oven is also being pursued in Japan and is attracting
considerable interest worldwide. Combination gas and microwave ovens enable exclusive gas
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cooking, exclusive microwave cooking and combination gas and microwave cooking. The
combination cooking can heat foods from the inside with the microwave and from the outside
with gas at the same time and reduce cooking time and save space.

Heating of space.
The main types of natural gas residential heating are:

• Central heating. Central heating begins with a single furnace (in the roof, under floor boards
or outside the home) which heats air. The warm air is then circulated throughout each room of
the home via small air vents. Evaporative cooling options are often added to these systems.

• Flued heating. Flued heaters are vented to the outside air, and as such the by-products of
combustion are channelled to the outside air. Flued heating can be either radiant heating (e.g.
gas log fire or gas pot) or convection heating where warm air is circulated via a fan.

• Portable heating. Natural gas portable heaters range from small to large. They are flueless
and can be disconnected and stored out of sight in the summer.

• Hydronic heating. Hydronic heating systems use hot water as the radiant heat conductor. A
natural gas storage or continuous flow unit provides hot water which is connected to a
hydronic heating system that can have radiator panels, convector panels or skirting panels.
This system is ideal for medium density and high rise developments and is used in schools
and hospitals.

Recreational uses. Liquid Petroleum Gas been a major source for barbecues for a long time.
Piped natural gas is now also being used for fixed barbeques in the home. Other recreational gas
applications include swimming pool heating, spa heating, outdoor gas lights and outdoor patio
heating.

Gas cooling. Gas cooling in Australian households is not common at present, but it is under
development internationally. In Japan they have trialed natural gas cooling appliances which
were to be introduced into the residential marketplace in 1998.

Clothes drying. The gas clothes dryer is an alternative to electric clothes dryers and already
20% of households in the USA are using the gas alternative.

Commercial sector. The commercial sector of the economy includes shops, restaurants,
offices, hospitals, schools and universities. In this sector natural gas is used principally cooking,
hot water, steam raising and space heating. More recently it has been used for electricity
generation combined with heating (cogeneration).
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Industry. The industrial sector is made up of the manufacturing, mining and minerals
processing sectors.

The Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification System
Divisions relating to the industrial sector

Manufacturing^ Mining
Food, Beverage and Tobacco Manufacturing^ Coal Mining
Textile, Clothing, Footwear and Leather Manufacturing^ Metal Ore Mining
Wood and Paper Product Manufacturing^ Other Mining
Printing, Publishing and Recorded Media^ Services to Mining
Petroleum, Coal, Chemical and Associated Product Manufacturing
Non-Metallic, Mineral Product Manufacturing
Metal Product Manufacturing
Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing
Other Manufacturing

The main way gas is used in industry is in process heating, that is, heating a material that is
undergoing a manufacturing process. Process heating applications include glass melting; heating
and melting of metals; drying of minerals; foodstuffs and chemicals; liquid heating and
incineration of wastes. Natural gas is used most by the metal products division—predominantly
for use in alumina kilns and ore smelting; the chemical industry division—where natural gas and
ethane are used as a feedstock for fertiliser, explosives, acid and plastics; the glass, brick and
cement industries, where natural gas is predominantly used in kilns; and in the food, chemical,
and paper industries, where it is used for steam production. Another important use of natural gas
in the industrial sector is as a feedstock for the production of ammonia-based fertilisers,
methanol and hydrogen.

Making fertiliser from natural gas!
One of the lesser known uses of petroleum is the production of ammonia, NH 3. Chemically,
ammonia is a compound of nitrogen and hydrogen. Nitrogen is one of the main constituents of
the atmosphere, while hydrogen is taken from hydrocarbons. Ammonia is the world's second
largest synthetic chemical product (the largest is sulphuric acid, 11 2SO4). Something like 1.6% of
the global consumption of fossil fuels goes into the manufacture of ammonia. Ammonia is used to
produce high-nutrient fertilisers such as urea. Ammonia also provides a base material for
making explosives and a range of other manufactured products. The most popular way to
produce ammonia is from natural gas.

Natural gas is the preferred source for the production of ammonia for 3 reasons :
1. It is the most hydrogen rich of all the possible sources. Natural Gas is made up mainly of
methane, CH, in which for every one carbon atom there are four hydrogen atoms. Other sources
include naphtha, LPG, fuel oil, coal and coke.
2. It is more expensive to convert 'heavier' sources such as naphtha, LPG and fuel oil because
they are more complex.
3. Natural gas is the most readily available, easily deliverable and therefore the most favourable
priced source.

Gas is also used in the industrial sector for space heating and cooling.
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Transport/vehicles. Natural gas can be compressed and, therefore, it can be used very
efficiently in place of petrol to power cars and trucks.. The use of natural gas in transportation is
only in its infancy and it is expected to increase as new technologies and environmental
considerations come in to play in the future.

Power generation. Natural gas is used for power generation in
• power station turbines,
• cogeneration plants.

Cogeneration is the combined production of heat energy(steam) and electricity from the same
fuel source. The steam can be used to drive a turbine to produce more electricity instead of being
wasted. Cogeneration is not new technology. It has been used for nearly 100 years in a variety of
applications.

Applications of cogeneration are found in building complexes such as hospitals and in a range of
industrial plants such as oil refineries.

Natural gas is the preferred fuel for cogeneration systems because of its availability, competitive
price, ease of handling and its environmental advantages. A number of waste sources can also be
used for fuel, for example, agricultural wastes, landfill gas from garbage dumps (biogas), waste
heat from industrial processes and coal and oil products and LPG are used in some cogeneration
plants.

Biogas
Gas may also be produced as a by-product from garbage tips—biogas. Biogas is also known as
'swamp gas' or 'marsh gas' and it can be burnt like natural gas to provide heat for homes,
commerce and industry. It is produced when animal waste or other organic material rots in the
absence of oxygen. This can happen where rubbish has been buried underground. It also
happens in the digestive systems of humans and animals when bacteria break down food.

This natural process can be copied to provide us with an energy source. The most common
material used to produce bio gas is manure produced by livestock. After a 'digestion' process
takes place the bio gas produced is collected and stored in a tank for later use. Naturally
occurring biogas is sometimes found where organic matter decomposes underground,
particularly in garbage tips. The biogas can be trapped in large pockets in tip material. It is
collected by inserting pipes into the pockets (not unlike petroleum extraction). In Victoria, this
method is being used to generate electricity for homes and factory use. The biogas is mainly
methane (a greenhouse gas). By using this gas we reduce the more active greenhouse gas-
methane—and convert it to carbon dioxide—which has a lesser greenhouse impact.

Estimates predict cogeneration will be able to save up to 30% of the fuel that would be required
to produce the same amount of energy separately. This will also result in a similar reduction in
the amount of CO, (greenhouse gas) emitted. •
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• Natural gas is a fuel
The reason natural gas is such a useful fuel is due to its transportability, cost, efficiency and

• cleanliness.•
All fuels have measurable fuel values. The table below compares the fuel value of natural gas

• with the fuel values of some other common fuels, including food.

Fuel values of some common fuels
Approximate composition Fuel value kj. ig -I

Apples 2
White bread 10
Rump steak (grilled) 12
Roasted peanuts 24
Butter 30
Wood 18
Black coal 30
Brown coal 11
Charcoal 34
Petrol 48
Natural gas 50
Ethanol 30
Methanol 23

• The units used for fuel value are kilojoules per gram. The fuel value gives the number of
kilojoules produced per gram of substance consumed. The SI unit of energy is the joule (J). One

• thousand joules is equal to one kilojoule. To appreciate the size of a joule, a 100 Watt light bulb

•
produces 100 J of energy each second that it is on.

• It is clear from the data in the table above, that natural gas and petrol give the most energy per
gram of substance burnt. This is one reason why they are the most commonly used fuels.•
What happens when we burn natural gas? We all know that in order to burn

• something, or have a flame, air is required. More particularly, the oxygen portion of air is
• essential to support combustion. So when natural gas is burnt, it reacts with oxygen in the air.

The products are carbon dioxide and water. This can be represented by a chemical equation as
• follows:

•^CH,^ 202 -110' CO,^+ 2H20

•^Natural Gas(Methane)^Oxygen^Carbon Dioxide^Water

• The process changes methane, a more active greenhouse gas, into carbon dioxide, which is
relatively less active as a greenhouse gas.•
Future technology using natural gas—fuel cells. In a fuel cell, a chemical reaction

• corresponding to combustion takes place, but no burning actually occurs. The chemical energy is

• converted into electricity. Natural gas is used to supply hydrogen which is one of the two fuels
needed for a fuel cell. Methanol, gasoline or pure hydrogen can also be the source of hydrogen.

• Hydrogen fuel and oxygen from the air are combined electrochemically in the fuel cell.
Electricity is produced along with the by-products heat and pure water vapour.

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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How it works. Two electrodes (an electrode is like the positive/negative terminal of a normal
battery), each coated with a platinum metal (a catalyst) are bonded to an electrolyte called a
proton exchange membrane (PEM). Hydrogen fuel passes over the fuel electrode and separates
into electrons and protons. The protons migrate through the PEM to the air electrode where
oxygen from the air, 0 2 , combines with the protons, W, and the electrons from the external
circuit to form water, H 20. The electrons are conducted through the external circuit and create
useable electric current.

When a series of cells are stacked together, this increases the voltage. The more cells—the more
power.

H+ passes through
Proton Exchange Membrane

Overall: 2H2 + 02 —P 2H20 + electric energy
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Proton Exchange Membrane

Exhaust - Unused air
and water vapour

Air

How do fuel cells differ from internal combustion engines and batteries?

Internal combustion engines (ICEs) operate by burning fuel to create heat. This heat is then converted into
mechanical energy and then kinetic energy, or by turning a generator into electrical energy. The efficiency of this
conversion process is affected adversely by losses of heat and friction. Fuel cells are up to two to three times more
efficient than ICEs because they convert the fuel directly to electricity. Unlike ICEs they do not burn fuel and
therefore do not produce air pollutants and emissions resulting from combustion.. Like an ICE fuel cells use fuel
from a tank that can be quickly refuelled and they operate continuously as long as fuel is supplied.

Batteries are used to store energy. Battery electrodes store the fuel that will produce the electricity via chemical
reactions. As the battery is used the fuel in the electrodes will eventually be consumed and the battery will go flat. In
order to recharge the battery, electricity needs to be passed into the battery to reconstitute the electrodes. Both
batteries and fuel cells are electrochemical (non-combustion) sources of electricity, they have high efficiency, quiet
operation and none of the emissions from combustion. However, batteries do need to be recharged and rely
ultimately on central power plants to create the electricity to recharge them.

Fuel cells operate continuously as long as fuel is supplied (natural gas, methanol, gasoline or hydrogen). Their
power density is sufficient to power an automobile, they can be refuelled just like an ICE and because they have no
moving parts they have good reliability and long operating lives. In the future it is likely we will see fuel cells being
used more and more for a variety of applications.

Applications of fuel cells
Transportation. Fuel cells are used in space shuttles. On the ground fuel cell engines are
already comparable to conventional engines in terms of size, weight, operating life, acceleration
and speed, range and refuelling time. This together with much higher efficiency than internal
combustion engines (ICE's) and without the significant polluting emissions that come from
ICE's place fuel cells in a promising position for the future. The present challenge for companies
involved in development is to reduce the costs and establish volume manufacturing processes.
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Stationary applications. Fuel cell power plants are under development. The advantages of
these include negligible emissions, low noise and vibration and simple installation requirements.
In August 1997 a 250kW fuel cell power plant fuelled by natural gas successfully generated
electricity. It will undergo further vigorous testing before commercial introduction after the year
2000.

Other applications include portable power, with fuel cells being developed for remote,
recreational and emergency power applications.

The widespread use of fossil fuels is a very recent phenomenon in the history of human
existence, covering only the last 200 years. This represents only 0.2% of the 100,000 years that
our modern humans have been around. If these 100,000 years were represented by a day, then we
have been using fossil fuels for less than 3 minutes. This is rather amazing considering the
integral part that the use of these fuels plays in many of our lives.
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• 9. Environmental issues
•

There is a growing awareness in our communities of the impact of human activity on the
• environment. One of the key challenges facing us all is the fact that we want to maintain our

• standard of living and at the same time reduce the negative impact that we are having on the
environment. Finding the balance between these two goals is the aim of most companies and
government organisations, and the phrase "sustainable development" describes this ethos.

• "Sustainable development's basic aim is to meet the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (State of the Environment, Australia,
1996). Following much consultation with the community, the Australian Government adopted a

• National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) in 1992. ESD's strategy
should improve the total quality of life both now and in the future, in a way that maintains the

• ecological processes on which life depends.

The Earth's atmosphere is a vital component contributing to these ecological processes. It is the

411^atmosphere that is most directly affected by the production of energy from fuels. Natural gas has
an important role in sustainable development, so that while we tackle the long-term task of

• developing other renewable energy sources, we can maintain our quality of life with a reduced
impact on the environment.

• Global climate change
The Earth's atmosphere and climate has varied widely in the 4 560 million years that our planet

• has existed. (The "climate change " title in this series provides further information on this topic.)
There have been many natural causes of the variations in climate around the Earth, including the
composition of the atmosphere. Over the past 150 years it appears that human activity has

• increased the amounts of greenhouse gases entering the atmosphere. Many scientists consider
that an increase in the concentrations of greenhouse gases may have the potential to induce

• significant climate change, which may include actual temperature change and sea level change.
This is the "global warming" theory.

•

•
Greenhouse gases. The greenhouse gases include carbon dioxide, methane, tropospheric
ozone, nitrous oxide, water vapour and chloro-fluoro-carbons (CFCs). Without these naturally

• occurring greenhouse gases and the greenhouse effect, we would be living in a world whose
average temperature was -18 °C instead of the 16 °C we are used to . The increase in

• concentrations of greenhouse gases is predicted to lead to an enhanced greenhouse effect.
(Schwartz, A.T., et al, 1994).

• The main contributor to greenhouse gas emissions in 1995 in Australia was the energy sector
(stationary energy production). Stationary sources of energy production include electricity
generation, petroleum refining and fuel use in the industrial, commercial and residential sectors.

•
•
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Production of greenhouse gases. (The information in this section is sourced with
permission from Global Warming cool it!, Environment Australia, 1997, unless indicated
otherwise).

Fossil fuels (coal, oil, gas) are often lumped together and considered to play a large role in the
production of greenhouse gases. When assessing the impact of any of the fossil fuels, on the
production of greenhouse gases, calculations must be made over the full cycle; from extraction,
to processing, distribution and utilisation. The diagram below shows that for electricity, most
losses, and greenhouse gas emissions, occur at the power station. For natural gas, most
greenhouse gas emissions occur where it is used, or burnt to produce energy.

The following discussion concentrates on the comparative effects of the utilisation of natural gas.

Greenhouse gases are generated when wood or any fossil fuel is burnt. The amount of
greenhouse gas generated depends on:
• the amount of carbon in the fuel's chemical structure, and
• the size of the energy losses in mining, converting and using a fuel.

Natural gas is the cleanest burning of all the fossil fuels. The main chemical component of
natural gas is methane—the simplest hydrocarbon. Natural gas has a low sulphur content and
when burned it emits very few particles (The Australian Gas Association).

Differences in chemical structure and carbon content mean that burning natural gas generates two
thirds as much greenhouse gas as producing the same amount of energy from coal. Oil is mid-
way between gas and coal. (This assumes all fuels are burnt at the same efficiency).

•
•
•
•Contribution to total CO,-

equivalent emissions by sector
1995. Total emissions were calculated
by converting all greenhouse gas
emissions to the equivalent of carbon
dioxide emissions. Source: Environment
Australia WWW site.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Amounts of greenhouse gas from different energy sources
Kilograms of greenhouse gas generated per unit of heat delivered

Wood* , 0.00
Natural gas** 0.31

LPG* I 0.34

Heating Oil* I 0.39
Coke or briquettes* ' 0.55

Electricity - Australian
average***

Loo

Electricity - Tasmania* 0.00

• It is assumed that fuel is burnt at 70% efficiency
** It is assumed that electricity is used by a radiator or fan heater at 100% efficiency:
*** Greenhouse gases generated by electricity supply are averaged across Australia except for

Tasmania where hydroelectricity generates little greenhouse gas.
• Transport of wood, and land clearing for timber harvesting, generate greenhouse gas emissions

not included here.

Gas: Energy and Change^ 53

Carbon dioxide from burning wood is not counted, as wood is a renewable resource; a natural
cycle exists in which carbon is captured by growing trees, then released by burning or deay and
again captured by growing trees.

New technologies. New technologies which make any of the processing, transportation and
utilisation stages more efficient, will help to reduce errunissions. A practical consideration is
whether the technologies are affordable and competitive. This will strongly dictate whether they

• will be used.

• The future
• Improving the efficiency of household appliances and industrial technology is one way in which

the impact on the environment is being and will continue to be minimised. Improving the design
• of buildings will mean that less energy is required for space heating.

• In the future, natural gas will be used more widely, in transport, air conditioning of buildings,
• cogeneration and as a chemical feedstock.

• The wise use of Australia's non-renewable resources provides us with the opportunity to
maintain our current way of life while answering the long term challenge of delivering

• economically and environmentally sustainable renewable energy resources.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Hint: The cockatoo's
screaching scares the frog
which jumps straight up!

WV's"

r IVatrn

Squaark! The
light-the light!!
Squaark!

••
Energy and Change

Describe how the biscuit tin is kept safe from greedy hands! What energy changes are taking
place?

In groups, come up with an idea similar to this one which shows how one form of energy can
change into another form of energy and then another and so on. Illustrate your idea on a large sheet
of paper and label the different forms of energy.

•••
••
••

•
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Out Bush!
Have you ever been camping? Did you have to really rough it — or was there a
fridge in the back of the 4WD and a gas stove to save you from boiling the billy!
Here is the story of a student your age who went hiking. Follow the story and
where it asks you — give your answer!

Sammy Satchel went camping and in his pack he carried the following:
A change of clothes^Pasta and Rice^Billy
2 woolly jumpers^Dehydrated Meat^2L Water
Essentials First Aid Kit^Sauces^Sleeping Bag
Spare underwear^Crackers and Cheese Fruit and Snacks
torch
^

Breakfast food
^

Chewing Gum
Matches^ Tent Pegs and Ropes Tent
Firelighters^ Lighter^Hollow Tent Poles

He was camping in the bush nearby a flowing creek. How do you think he would cook his dinner?

What would he be using as a fuel for this?^

If your whole class was to join Sammy — each person carrying the same personal gear, what fuel
would you all use to cook your dinner?^
What would an alternative source of fuel be?^

If you were all to stay there for a month (pretend you brought in enough food and your sense of
smell is poor), what effect would using so much of this fuel have on the local area?^

If you were to become stranded in the bush with no immediate way out and you come across some
gas, seeping out of a small hole in the ground,
with the equipment you have with you how might you use this fuel?^

Do you think you could sell it?^
How would you measure the amount you were able to
collect?^

   

What safety issues should you consider?

 

Note: Do not try this as an experiment because of the risk of fire.
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Appropriate Use of Fuels
Different sources of energy — fuels — are used for different purposes. How
long will a car continue to run if apples are put in the petrol tank? Not very far.
If you tried to use wind as a fuel you would have a lot of trouble with your
energy levels!

What fuel would you use to run these things?
Next to each item below fill in the appropriate source of energy from the list.
Note : There may be more than one answer.

Battery, Gas, Solar, Coal, Wind, Food,
Mainline/Grid Electricity, Oil, Geothermal.
1. Car
2. Light Globe
3. Computer
4. Radio
5. Torch
6. Marathon Runner
7. Windmill
8. Portable BBQ
9. Electric Car
10.Bunsen Burner
11.Hair Dryer
12.Whistle
13. Building Heat

Why do you think we have so many different types of fuels?

If you could run your body on any energy source you wished, which energy source would you
chose? Explain why.^
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Appropriate Use of Fuels^ II

ACTIVITY:
Take a candle.
Light it.
Observe it closely.
What is actually burning? (solid wax, liquid wax or gas)

How can you prove your observations?

Flour explosions!
On December 14, 1785, an industrial explosion occurred in a flour warehouse at

Turin in Italy. Flour, a harmless ingredient in so many of our food products, can
build up as a dust in the air and when exposed to a spark it will explode!

Work out why:
Before the invention of batteries, miners used to use caving lamps to light their way. These lamps
contained the chemical calcium carbide. To produce light, water from the lamp would drip onto the
calcium carbide, causing a chemical reaction which would produce acetylene gas (C 2H2). This
acetylene gas was then burnt to produce a bright white light.

Why might this practice be dangerous in a coal mine?

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Test Tube Holder1.............. ........

^ Container with
20mL water

2cm

^ candle

^ glass or paperplate

Test Tube Holder

Container with
20mL water

anut
-44—sharp end of pin

head of pin
cork

1,.

^■■•■lit
LAI 1991kandle

Fuel Efficiency
How could you measure the relative power of different fuels?

This experiment will enable you to compare the heat given off by two different fuels. (AIM)

Equipment (per group) : 

1 peanut
1 cork and sewing pin
1 small birthday candle
matches or lighter
2 small containers (test tubes)
Test Tube holder
thermometer
glass plate or sturdy paper plate
small piece of blue tack or plasticine

Note : Instead of test tubes, aluminium cans cut in half could
be used. This will reduce the washing up - the test tubes will
go BLACK! However holes will need to be punched into the
sides so that a glass rod can be inserted through the top of the
can in order to hold it in place. Alternatively cover the bottom
of all test tubes with foil.
WARNING — Room needs to be well ventilated —
burning peanuts produce a lot of smoke.

Teacher instructions: Prepare some 15°C water for the whole class to use. Mix fridge water
and tap water to achieve this temperature.

What to do: 
1. Set up the equipment for your experiment. Secure the candle to the glass/paper plate with blue

tack. Attach the pin to the cork and then carefully put the peanut onto the pin.
2. Measure room temperature and record it in the table.
3. Measure the mass of the candle and glass/paper plate. Do the same for the peanut, cork and pin.

Record these numbers in the table.
4. Label both containers/test tubes A (to be heated by the candle) and B (to be heated by the

peanuts).
5. Add exactly 20m1 of 15°C water to both containers. Your teacher will have this water. You can

leave the thermometer in the container.
6. Light the candle hold container A filled with water no more than 2cm above the flame. Keep an

eye on the temperature as it heats.
7. Continue heating until the temperature rises to about 30°C.
8. When this has been reached, extinguish the flame. Continue to stir the water for a couple of

minutes until the temperature stops rising. Record the highest temperature reached.
9. Once the candle has cooled, weigh it and the plate it is on.
10. Repeat the procedure from step 6 to 9, using the peanuts and container B. Try to get your

temperatures as close to those of container A as possible.
11. Once the temperature has reached the same as that of the final temperature of container A, blow

out the peanut so it is no longer burning. This is essential so that your results will be accurate.
Make sure the peanut is cool before weighing.
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•

Record of results:
Container A heated by

candle
Container B heated by

peanuts
Room Temperature
Initial temperature of water
in container
Final temperature of water in
container
Initial mass before burning
Final mass after they have
cooled
Change in mass of
candle/peanuts•

Comparison (calculations):
• The temperature of beaker A was raised by^°C when^g of candle was

burnt.
• The temperature of beaker B was raised by^°C when^g of peanuts

were burnt.

• Discussion:
Write your ideas about the comparison of the fuel efficiency of candles versus peanuts.•

•
•
•^What are the possible sources of error in your calculations and in this experiment?

•
•

Conclusion: (answer the aim).^

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•^0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Once a Plant - now Natural Gas
The sequence of events that need to take place before gas and oil are produced
consists of a large number of steps. Can you work out the right order?

What to do.
1. Cut out each box.
2. Read each of them and as you read, place them in order from the first step in the formation

of gas and oil to the last. HINT: The first box has to do with the formation of the original
material and the last box has to do with extracting the gas or oil.

3. Once you have your completed flow chart, stick it down on an A4 sheet of paper.
4. Compare your results with your neighbour. Are they the same?^

I Folding and faulting of the rocks must not be too severe. Traps
may become breached and thus leak due to intense fracturing.

The oil and gas that is being produced in the source rocks has to
move or migrate into very porous rocks in which they are stored.
These are called reservoir rocks.

I If the layers of rock containing the stored gas and oil are uplifted
and then exposed to erosion, the gas/oil may be lost.

Folding or faulting of the sequence of rocks may occur leading to the
formation of traps which will not allow the oil and gas to escape.

' Burial of organic matter by sand and mud before being eaten by
scavengers or destroyed by decay(oxi dation).

The pore spaces of the storage rocks must remain clear so that the
oil and gas can be pumped out (if necessary) of the reservoir rocks.
Swelling clays or mineral cements deposited by groundwaters can
fill the pores of resorvoir rocks and stop the recovery of all of the
oil/gas.

I Organic matter (made up of complex hydrocarbons and contained in
living organisms) is in plentiful supply in the environment.

The deeper rocks are buried, the higher the temperature becomes.
As the temperature increases gas will be formed instead of oil. But
if the temperature is too high, instead of gas and oil, graphite, used
in lead pencils, will be formed!

I Chemical reactions occurring deep in the crust tranforrn the organic
source material to oil and gas.

I The sediments (sand, mud, etc.) containing the layers of organic
matter are turned into rock.

I 998LM Sequalccnactivity
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Chemical Changes Assignment
Plant^Gas^Energy

At the present time, chemical reactions produce over 90 % of the
energy that we produce in our society! These reactions are
principally the combustion of coal, petroleum products and natural
gas. Some chemists have been trying to construct models so they can
compare the creation of gas (from plants) to what happens when the
fuel is burnt. Can you work it out?

• Step 1: Read through the information below and fill in the blanks. 
The source of energy for all fossil fuels has come from the sun. In the case of oil and gas,

• microscopic marine plants, such as algae, living in the upper layers of the ocean adsorb the sun's
energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into simple hydrocarbon compounds such as sugars.

• This process is called photosynthesis.

What happens in Photosynthesis??
Photosynthesis is the major means for changing solar energy into forms that can be used by living
organisms. The reaction that occurs in the leaves of plants is the conversion of carbon dioxide and•^water into simple hydrocarbon compounds such as glucose, for example:

Hint: When a number is in front of a molecule then you have to multiply each atom by that number
e.g. if there is a 6 in front of CH, you will then have 6 carbon atoms and 6x4 = 24 hydrogen
atoms.

• Write the names of the reactants and the products underneath their chemical
formulae.^C is Carbon^0 is Oxygen^H is Hydrogen

6CO2 + 6 H20 ---00°^C6H1206 +^602

• Check that this equation is balanced — the number of each type of atom must be
the same on both sides of the arrow.

C—  ^C —^
0 — ^0 —^
H — ^H —^

These simple hydrocarbons (i.e. glucose) within the marine plants can later be converted within the
food chain to more complex hydrocarbons. For example when algae are eaten by fish the simple
hydrocarbons are changed within the fish to more complex hydrocarbons. All living things are
made up primarily of hydrocarbons, compounds containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen — these
are called organic compounds. It is these hydrocarbons that ultimately become the essential
components of natural gas: methane, ethane, propane and butane.

How does the hydrocarbon (organic compound) become gas?
When these hydrocarbons are buried in rocks deep in the crust, they heat up and "cook" under the
ground. The process is chemically and biologically very complicated.
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What happens when we burn natural gas??
We all know that in order to burn something air is required. More particularly, the oxygen portion
of air is essential to support combustion. So when natural gas is burnt, it reacts with oxygen in the
air. The products are carbon dioxide and water. This can be represented by a chemical equation as
follows:

CH4^202^CO2^+ 2H20

• Write the names of the reactants and the products underneath their chemical
formulae.

• Check that this equation is balanced — the number of each type of atom must be
the same on both sides of the arrow.

C—^ ^C —^
O — ^0 —^
H — ^H —^

The process changes methane, a more active greenhouse gas, into carbon dioxide, which is
relatively less active as a greenhouse gas.

Step 2 : Construct each of the molecules inthe equation that shows the formation of glucose. 
In order to do this you will need to read and follow the rules sheet the points beneath it: 

RULES: 
CONSTRUCTING THE MOLECULES

A molecule is made up of one or more elements or atoms. These atoms can be the same or
different.

e.g. 02 — a molecule with two atoms that are the same.
CO2 — a molecule with different atoms.

• Each atom can bond to other atoms.
• Carbon has four bonding sites (the arrows), oxygen has two bonding sites and hydrogen only

one.
• Each arrows must join with another arrow to make a bond complete.

In order to make the molecules you may need to know the following:
• CH, — the hydrogen atoms do not bond to each other.
• CO2 —the oxygen atoms do not bond to each other.
• H20 — the hydrogen atoms do not bond to each other.
• The carbohydrate (glucose) has a complex structure — to help you put it together use this

diagram as a guide. There is only one place where one atom bonds twice with another atom
(Carbon with Oxygen).
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Photosynthesis : Plant becoming Glucose

• Stick each molecule down on a large sheet of paper in the order of the equation. Add plus signs
and arrows where needed.

• Make sure that there are the same number of carbon atoms one one side of the arrow as there are
on the other side. Do the same for the oxygen and hydrogen atoms.

• If there are unequal numbers of the same atom you will need to make them equal by making
more molecules to add to either side.

Step 3 : Construct each of the molecules in the equation that shows the a)plant becoming
•lucose and b burnin of natural as and then corn slete the e uation like ou did in Ste
only using the molecules you have constructed. 
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Temperature and Pressure for a Gas

400
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300
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200
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100^200 300^400^500 600^700 800

Ternperature (units)

LM1998(inT&P

Gas and Volume Changes with Pressure & Temperature I

What will the temperature be if the pressure is 200 units? ^
What will the pressure be if the temperature is 800 units? ^
As the temperature of a gas increases, the pressure of a gas^

What do you think would happen to the air pressure in a balloon if you took it from room
temperature and put it into the freezer?

Try this and see what happens to the volume.
What happens to the volume of the balloon when:
a) the temperature is reduced?^
b) the pressure on the outside of the balloon is reduced?^

Natural Gas under high pressures is sent through steel transmission pipes from the gas fields to the
city. Why do you think that steel might be the best material for this purpose?^

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Gas and Volume Changes with Pressure & Temperature II
Find out : Does a gas meter take a measure of pressure or volume?^

What units does a gas meter measure in?^

How does a gas meter work?^

Would it be more advantageous to heat the gas pipes or cool them before the gas goes through the
meter? ^

•^When gas is deep in the crust it is under a great deal of pressure. What do you think might be the
cause of this pressure?^

•^What do you think will happen to the volume of gas as the gas is extracted to the surface, where the

pressure is lower?^

•

• Your teacher will supply you with a graph that shows the volume of the same amount of gas at
• depths from lkm to 5Iun (from chapter 6). Copy this diagram below.

•
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Paying Your Gas Bill
Thomas just received his fortnightly pay cheque of $963.00. He did a "back of the envelope"

calculation to determine how much he would have left after he puts aside money for food, rent and

car expenses and it turned out to be $150.00. He has forgotten about his gas bill. By how much

will Thomas have to cut back on his entertainment allowance of $150.00 in order to pay his gas

bill?

Step 1 

Work out how much Thomas still owes to the gas supplier from his last account by subtracting the

"Payments received" from the "Last account" balance. Write your answer next to (a) the Balance,

this appears twice on the page.

Step 2

Work out the charges for Natural Gas costs for this account by working through the following

steps and filling in the amounts for (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g).

• To work out (c): When Thomas' gas meter is read it gives the amount of gas consumed in

units. Read off the table how many units were consumed:^

• Convert units to Megajoules (MJ) using this equation (no decimal places necessary in answer)

Megajoules = units x 39.018838

Working:^ Fill in (c).

• Work out (d) and (e) by multiplying the number of MJ consumed by the cost in cents/MJ. Fill

them in on Thomas' gas bill.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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• The cost of natural gas has increased. How many MJ will be charged at the new rate?

•
^ (f) = (c) - 185 MJ - 817 MJ

•

•
^Working:^

•
• • Work out (g) without any help.

•
•

•
•

Now that the bill is complete, answer the following:

1.Will Thomas have to cut back on entertainment or will $150.00 pay off this bill?

2.How much will he have for entertainment this fortnight?^

3.0ver what period of time is this bill for?^

4.Should Thomas expect a bill like this every month? Why/Why not?

Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Working:^

• The charges listed under cost will need to be added to get (h) the Total Natural Gas Costs. Fill

this in in two places on the table. (Add d, e and g).

• Move up to the top section of the bill and fill in New Charges (h) in two places.

• Add up the total due (add (a) and (h) together) and write it in (b), in two places.



Total Due
1 (b)

Thomas' Gas Bill

 

Customer Number

    

035595

    

Payment Reference Number
Invoice Number
Date of Issue
Account Number

0103 5595 2001
00135
25 / 07 / 1998
001

Accounts and Service - 7am-8pm
Appliance Repair - 24 hours
Emergency - 24 hours
Sales - 7 am-8pm
Outside NSW and ACT call 1800 806 616

Payment Due

132 707
132 606
131 909
132 707

Last Account
$129.40

Payments Received
$54.48

Balance
(a)^DR

New Charges
(h)

Natural Gas Costs (h)^

Balance^(a) ^

Total Due (b)^

From 1 July 1998, the gas supply fee for Rate 2 customers (under 45GRannum) has increased by $1.25/quarter.
Usage rate for first tariff block has been reduced. Details 132 707.
Note: Of the total due, $74.92 is OVERDUE and must be paid immediately unless special arrangements have been made.
New charges of $48.47 should be paid by the DUE DATE of 08/08 / 1998.
Supply Address:

Type

 

Meter
Number
EA05073
2

Current
Date^Reading
24/07/1998^2337

Previous
Date^Reading
24/06/1998^2227

  

Units
Consumed

110

Megajoules
Consumed
(c)

 

Gas

              

To convert Gas Units to megajoules, multiply the Units by 39.018838
NOTE: The Industrial and Commercial Rate changed in price on 01/07/98

Natural Gas Costs: Tariff - Industrial and Commercial Rate
Old Rate (7 days):^817 MJ, charged at 1.1725c per MJ

^(d) ^
^185 MJ, charged at 1.1192c per MJ

^
(e) ^

New Rate (23 days):^(f)  ^MJ, charged at 1.1192c per MJ
^

(g) 
Total for 30 days:^MJ

^
Natural Gas Costs =^(h)
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Sediment would be
coming from higher
places into the basin

Unconformity/erosional
surface Horizon X

C=1 Sandstone unit
was continuous before
extension began

Scale licm = lmm
or^1 : 1 000 000

Ocean Surface

How far has the crust stretched?
You are the structural geologist on a contract for the local council and you have
been assigned the following task: You have been asked to assess the rate of
extension of the crust in the Basinda area. It is planned to lay some large
transmission pipes across the length of the basin for transportation of gas to the
coastal town of Le Basin. The council wants you to tell them whether they will
need to be concerned about replacing or extending the pipes in the next 150 years.

Background Information
• When basins are forming, due to crustal extension, large fault structures usually occur. These fault

structures will extend deep into the earth's crust. A result of the tensional force and faulting is that
• the crust will have been stretched.

Step 1 
Measuring how much the crust has stretched.

• With your ruler measure the distance between the two points at the east and west edges of the
basin that appear not to have moved:(a)^mm. 

To convert this to the actual distance in kilometres use this formula

Distance across the basin in km =Distance across the basin today(mm)(a)
Length of llcm (mm)

Answer A:^

• Measure the length of the sandstone unit before it was extended. To do this you will need to
measure the length of the sandstone unit in each fault block and then add them all together. The
total is (b)^mm  Convert this measurement to kilometres using the formula above.

Answer B:^

• Find the difference between distances A and B.
Answer C:^.This is how much the crust has stretched.

Why do you think horizon X may not be as good a marker to use for determining the distance
stretched?^

•
•
•^© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Step 2
Work out the rate of extension of the crust.
Geological evidence suggests that this basin is relatively young and possibly still growing.
Evidence from the rock layers, fossils and cross-cutting veins indicate the basin began forming,
near the base of the sandstone unit, around 5 million years ago. If we assume that stretching is
occurring at a constant rate, what is this basins rate of stretching?

Do your calculation here:
Rate of stretching^=^Distance stretched, C (km) ^=

Number of years of stretching

Answer D:^km/year

Step 3 
Using the rate of extension of the crust work out how much more extension will occur over the
next 150 years.
Do your calculation here:

Stretching distance (lcm)^=^Rate of stretching, D (lcm/yr) x Number of years
=^ x 150 years
= ^km

Answer E:^km over 150 years

To answer the question below you will need to convert this to nun/year.

1 km =^1000 m^=^100 000 cm =^1000 000 mm

Stretching distance (mm)^=^Stretching distance, E (km) x 1000 000 nun/lcm
=^ x 1000 000

=
Answer F: ^mm over 150 years

If the pipes can cope with extension of up to 300 mm, do you think they will need to replace them
or extend them in the next 150 years?^
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So how long would it be before the crustal stretching would have an effect on the pipes?

Use the following formulas to work this out —

Number of years for basin to reach 300mm = ^300mm • 
Rate of Stretching in nun/year

Rate of stretching (mm/year) = Rate of Stretching (D) km/year x 1000 000 nun/km
mm/year

Working :

The number of years it will take to stretch the crust the allowable distance =^years

In order to work out the answer above — what is the big assumption we are making?^

How might this assumption be incorrect?^

•

• This is an extremely young basin. Most basins take tens of millions of years to
form.

•

•
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/ Fault

:55 Salt Dome

LM 1998amsdiag rwn

NE Porous/Permeable rock e.g. sandstone

Impervious Rock e.g. shale

20-30km deep

Recent Sediment infill

Can you find the traps?
A trap, as the name suggests, is a structure which prevents the petroleum from escaping to the
surface. The major forms of structural traps are anticlines, faults and salt domes.

Anticline
An anticline is simply a fold shaped like an arch or an
elongated dome. Oil fields may extend for many
kilometres along the crest of an anticline.

Fault
• Traps can form where a reservoir rock and
impermeable cap rock are moved by a fault to allow
porous rocks to collect oil and gas underneath the
trap. The impermeable material must lie above the
reservoir rock. Sometimes small amounts of oil and
gas can leak up the fault and reach the surface. Over
very long periods of time this minute leakage could
eventually empty the trap.

Salt Domes
Salt domes are structures which formed by a moving
mass of salt. Deeply buried beds of salt (called
evaporites) were formed in the past by evaporation
of sea water and subsequent burial. These are
structures which can move upwards because of
density differences. The rising domes bend the
surrounding sediments upwards producing
reservoirs in porous beds cut off by the salt.
Remember the salt is a cap rock as well as the
clay/shale that the salt dome pushes.

In the diagram below, draw where you
think there may be a possible trap — use a
bright pen or pencil so that it will be
obvious. Label the trap with its correct
name.

Surface of the crust
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Receivers picking up the sopund
waves returning from different layers

Sound waves
produced by a shot
from an airgun

Measuring Depth with Time
When a company decides to explore for petroleum, the first thing it must do is research information
about the potential of the area. Once the company decides to explore in a particular area it will buy
an exploration permit for that area and then it will begin by "shooting" some seismic. This will
enable the geologists to map the structure of the rocks at depth and predict where oil and gas might
be found.

A seismic cruise has just been completed and some raw data has been handed to
you. The depths of some of the horizons needs to be worked out accurately so
that drilling costs can be estimated. Can you work out how time relates to depth?

LM19911SemnatalArTVer

During seismic exploration a shot is fired at the surface, it creates sound waves which bounce off
particular layers and then return to the surface. What is recorded is the time it takes a wave to travel
from the shot to the layer and back up to the detector.

1. Plot depth vs two way time for the Yampi vertical section on graph paper. Put depth on the y
axis (the vertical axis). The data you will need is in a table on the next page.

2. Draw the line of best fit through the points.

How deep is a unit that is recorded at 2.1 seconds?^

How long would it have taken for a sound wave to travel from the airgun to a layer that is 1750m
deep and back up to the receiver?

How long would it have taken for that sound wave to travel to the depth of the layer at 1750m, but
not back again?
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Yampi Vertical Section
Horizon
Name

Depth
metres

below sea
level

Two Way
Time

seconds

A 473 0.450
B 785 0.708
C 825 0.745
D 922 0.822
E 1013 0.893
F 1060 0.930
G 1100 0.960
H 1147 0.995
I 1550 1.289
J 1948 1.613
K 2379 1.924
L 2572 2.044
M 2827 2.169
N 3238 2.375
o 3390 2.454
P 3459 2.484
Q 3592 2.542
R 3915 2.681
S 4010 2.720

3. If you were to redraw the graph so that depth was plotted against one way time, not two way
time, sketch what the graph would look in the space below.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
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Interpreting a Seismic Section
Major Assignment - Challenging

The chief exploration geologist working on a section of the Basinda Basin has
suddenly left the company. You have been working with her and now the
company wants you to complete the report and recommend where to do further
drilling.

This is the information you have at this stage:
Three Exploration Wells have already been drilled and gas or oil has been found in particular rock
units. The table below summarises the findings.

Well Name
^Yam i

^
Prudhoe^Buccaneer

Rock
Type

Horizon
Name

Depth
metres

TWT
sec

Depth
metres

TWT
sec

Depth
metres

TWT
sec

sandstone A^* ' 473 0.450 575 0.506 589 0.531
limestone B 785 0.708 716 0.663 710 0.640
mudstone C 825 0.745 750 0.732 820 0.740
shale,
sandstone

D^* 922 0.822 990 0.887 1015 0.883

shale I^* 1550 1.289 1797 1.470 1880 1.503

shale II
shale,
sandstone

J^* 1948 1.613 2392 1.890 2600 2.008

shale L^* 2572 2.044 2718 2.080 2840 2.151

shale,
sandstone

M 2827 2.169 2895 2.167 2970 2.214

volcanics,
sandstone

N^* 3238 2.375 3261 2.360

shale,
sandstone

Q 3592 2.542

shale R 3915 2.681 2955 2.198
sandstone S 4010 2.720
shale T

TVVT — two way time.
Depth in metres measured from the sea floor.

* — These are the horizons that will be mapped.

During seismic exploration a shot is fired at the surface, it creates sound waves which bounce off
particular layers or horizons and then return to the surface. What is recorded is the time it takes a
wave to travel from the shot to the layer and back up to the detector. It travels down and then back
up and so is called two way time.
Note to the Teacher — Diagram "Generating a Seismic Image" in Chapter 4 can be turned into an
OHT.

•
•
•
•

I
• What to do: 
• 1. Interpret the seismic section

• The exploration wells are marked at the top of the
• section and two way time is marked down the side.

Draw a straight line in lead pencil,straight down from
• each well, so that you can trace where the drill went!

Equipment 

Coloured Pencils
Calculator
Ruler
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From the table above, pick a horizon with an asterisk (*).

We'll do the first one, horizon A, for you.
From the table you can see that A is a horizon of sandstone and this horizon is at a different
depth (=Two Way Time) under each drill hole. Horizon A is detected at a

— two way time of 0.450 seconds in the Yampie exploration well
— two way time of 0.506 seconds in the Prudhoe exploration well
— two way time of 0.531 seconds in the Buccaneer exploration well

So for horizon A we need to convert these times in seconds to millimetres in order to put a red
coloured mark under each of the wells at the correct depths.

In order to work out what the seconds are equivalent to in millimetres, measure how far 1.000
second is in millimetres. If on your seismic section 1.000seconds = 33mm. Multiply the
number of seconds in the table by 33rnm/sec to give you your measurement.
Formula

Two Way Time^x^33mm/sec^Measurement (mm)
for particular^ from 0.000 sec line
horizon^ to reach horizon

NB. Make sure that 1.000 seconds measures 33mm.
you make.

If it does not — use the measurement that

For example: Horizon A in the Yampie drill hole
0.450 sec x 33 mm/sec^= 15 mm

In red pencil you would mark 15mm on your section under the YampieWell. This is the horizon
A.

Do the same for the Prudhoe and Buccaneer Wells.
Calculations:
Horizon A in Prudhoe Well^Horizon A in Buccaneer Well

• Now that the layer has been marked underneath each well, you will have to complete the seismic
section. Look side on at the seismic section so that your head is almost on the table and your
eye is glancing down the length of the layer. As best you can, follow the layer horizon A from
one side of the page across to the other side. Carefully draw this in with your red pencil. It may
not be a straight line — DO NOT USE YOUR RULER!

• Do exactly the same thing for the other horizons with an asterisk *, but make sure you choose a
different coloured pencil — otherwise your horizons might become confused. Make sure you
set out your working clearly as above.

• On the right hand side of each horizon, write the name of the rock type that makes up the
horizon.

Congratulations! You have interpreted the seismic section!

2. Finding traps for oil and gas.
When extension or compression occur within the earth, faulting or folding will most probably
accompany it. When looking for traps, a good place to start is to look for faulting or folding.

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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compression
forces

1C1996krano

Here are some examples of the structures that result from faulting or folding:

Anticline, syncline — these are geological structures where the rocks have been
folded.

Anticline Syncline

Fault — a break in the rocks along which the rocks move when they are put under
stress. An earthquake occurs when the rocks slide past each other along a fault.
However, most faults are currently inactive. There are two main types of faults:
normal faults and reverse faults.

Normal fault — due to tension pulling rocks apart, the rocks on the top of
the fault have slipped down.

tension forces

1619961rearn4

Reverse fault (thrust) — due to compression forces, causing one rock body
to be pushed up over the top of another.

With different coloured pencils, draw in any folds or faults that you can see in the seismic section.
If you can, determine the type of fold or fault and label each one.

Can you see any structures that would make good traps? Circle them with a different colour.

3. An unconformity is a geological boundary which indicates that a large amount of time has
elapsed between the erosion of the older layers of rock and the deposition of younger rocks. The
older rocks may have been folded and tilted, then eroded. After millions of years a new layer of
rocks is deposited on top.

The unconformity is a layer that you have already traced in colour.
Which layer do you think it is?^

All sedimentary rocks are laid down horizontally (or very close to horizontal), as sediment is
washed into a basin or low lying area.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998



Describe the structure of the rocks above the unconformity. ^

Describe the structure of the rocks below the unconfonnity. ^

What might have happened to give the rocks at depth the structure they now have?^

4. The exploration wells showed some indications of oil and gas in particular horizons.
These horizons are:
J — oil^ N — oil and gas
M — oil^ Q — oil and gas

S — oil and gas

Which rock type would you suggest has the ability to contain the oil or gas?^
At what depths is the oil being found?

At what depths is the gas being found?

Does the gas sit above or below oil in a reservoir rock?^
Why do you think that only oil is found in some places and both gas and oil in others?^

In a paragraph, write a possible explanation for how the gas and oil got there! Also include why
you think the gas and oil have remained trapped.^

Can you see any of these traps elsewhere, where drilling has not taken place? Draw some drill
holes where you think it would be possible to expect to find oil or gas. Remember that there has to
be a reservoir rock below the drill holes.

Pick your most favoured position and write a small paragraph recommending where to drill next
and explaining why. (Remember it costs from $10 million to $30 million to drill one well
offshore). Also predict how deep you will have to drill to reach the oil (& gas).

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Erratum

The map of Awella Island on this page should be used with the
AWELLA ISLAND ASSIGNMENT rather than the map in the book.

AWELLA ISLAND ASSIGNMENT
It is the year 2070 AD, 20 years after the discovery of the planet Drillaron in the solar system of
Sunagasan (in a distant galaxy). Drillaron is an exact replica of the Earth in all respects, proximity
to their sun Sunagasan, climate, plant and animal life, rocks and inner planet structure. Humans
travelled from Earth to make the planet their new home just 20 years ago. In order to live quite
comfortably on this planet, the people need to find sources of energy and materials to sustain their
way of life. At the same time, they don't want to damage the extraodinary environment that exists
on the planet.

Three discoveries of oil and gas deposits (A, B & C) have been made just near the planets
equator on and around AweIla Island. You have been assigned the task of assessing the
potential impact that extracting the gas and oil from each of these wells would have on
the environment. You will then have to assess from which of the sites it is the best to
obtain fuel and whether in the long term alternative energy sources should be developed.

AweIla island is known as a tourist destination and its economy is based on eco-tourism.
It features national parks with great walks and rare species, a freshwater lake that is an a
breeding ground for many species of exotic waterbird, coral reefs with abundant life and
a very comfortable tropical climate. .

Atte. Town
Reef
Contour lines

Exotic Water Bird
Lake

Ocean Currents
A^Gas & Oil Discoveries

IC_D National Park (,JP)
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AWELLA ISLAND ASSIGNMENT
It is the year 2070 AD, 20 years after the discovery of the planet Drillaron in the solar system of
Sunagasan (in a distant galaxy). Drillaron is an exact replica of the Earth in all respects, proximity
to their sun Sunagasan, climate, plant and animal life, rocks and inner planet structure. Humans
travelled from Earth to make the planet their new home just 20 years ago. In order to live quite
comfortably on this planet, the people need to find sources of energy and materials to sustain their
way of life. At the same time, they don't want to damage the extraodinary environment that exists
on the planet.

Three discoveries of oil and gas deposits (A, B & C) have been made just near the
planets equator on and around Awella Island. You have been assigned the task of
assessing the potential impact that extracting the gas and oil from each of these
wells would have on the environment. You will then have to assess from which
of the sites it is the best to obtain fuel and whether in the long term alternative
energy sources should be developed.

Awella island is known as a tourist destination and its economy is based on eco-
tourism. It features national parks with great walks and rare species, a freshwater
lake that is an a breeding ground for many species of exotic waterbird, coral reefs
with abundant life and a very comfortable tropical climate.

,41:135> Town
<c2::91=''' Reef

Ks Contour lines
a Exotic Water Bird

Lake

Ocean Currents
A^Gas & Oil Discoveries

1M National Park
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Some preliminary costs have been drawn up so that you can compare the cost of producing from
each well. This table also includes the amount of gas that is expected to be recovered from the
well.

Costs and Production from Awella Island Exploration Wells
"per barrel equivalent" — gas is not measured in barrels but can be converted to the number of barrels.

' m" — parts per million, a measure of the concentration.

Activity / Reserves Well A Well B Well C

Drilling $2 750 000 $ 3 million $ 4 million

Gas Transportation^: Pipes
(direct - as the crow flies!)

$30 per barrel
equivalent/km

$40 per barrel
equivalent/km

$80 per barrel
equivalent/km

Processing $14 per barrel
equivalent

$17 per barrel
equivalent

$12 per barrel
equivalent

Harmful components released
during processing

0.080 ppm 0.110 ppm 0.070 ppm

Estimated number of barrels 100,000 130,000 150,000

The economic cost of production 
In order to assess the whole situation, you might like to start by comparing individual items:

From the table, which is the least expensive production well to drill?^

Which is the least expensive production well to transport from, through pipes?^
Why do you think this is the case?^

Add the processing costs to the transportation costs and fill in this table.

Total Trans ortation and Processing Costs er barrel e uivalent

Well A Well B Well C

$44

Taking into account drilling, transportation and processing, list the wells in order from the cheapest
well to produce from to the most expensive.^

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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•
The environmental cost of production: 

• Look carefully at the map of Awella Island and the information about the island. Which well would
you produce from so that the enviromental risk is minimised? State why.

•

•

•
• The gas will have to be processed before it can be used. The processes involved will release some

gases like sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The monitoring regulations for
• gas purification (or processing) plants are stringent back on Earth.

Hint: Air currents are usually the same as ocean currents in this area.

• Using a red pencil, draw on the map where you would locate the purification plant for the gas being
produced from the well you chose.

• State any particular reasons for positioning it there.^

•
•
•
• Using a blue pencil, draw on the map the location of the pipeline that would be laid down so that

gas could be transported from the well to the processing plant to the town. State anything you
• considered when designing the pipelines route.^•
•
•
•

• What other information might you need to gather before you can design the pipeline route:?^

•

•

•
Given the amount of gas each well will deliver, and their relative economic and environmental

• costs, decide on your recommendation as to which well should be used for production. State in
point form the reasons for your choice.

Well^

• Reasons^

•

•

•
© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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TEACHERS NOTES to accompany AVVELLA ISLAND 
ASSIGNMENT: 

How is the environment affected?
Here are some of the impacts on the environment at the different stages development and utilisation
of this resource :
• Trapping
• Exploration
• Extraction
• Processing
• Delivery

Trapping
When petroleum is forming in the first instance, and moving from the source rocks to the reservoir,
it travels along some pathway through the rocks. If this pathway does not exist, it will not move.
Alternatively, if this pathway leads to the surface of the earth, the oil and gas will seep out at a rate
dependent on the size of the pathway. This is something that has occurred naturally throughout
geological time and is the how humans first discovered oil and gas. The environmental effects
would depend on the local area; however, the rate of seepage is usually too slow to cause major
environmental problems.

Exploration
In offshore exploration fo r hydrocarbons the environment is scarcely affected, if at all. Marine
seismic surveys no longer use dynamite as the source of the shock waves; sources used today,
such as air guns, do not harm marine life. In exploration drilling, as in development drilling, oil
blowouts are the greatest potential source of environmental damage. Blowouts can occur when the
pressure in a hydrocarbon reservoir exceeds the pressure of the mud column in the drill hole and
control by various safety devices is not maintained. The oil or gas then escapes uncontrolled to the
surface. Since people's lives and equipment worth millions of dollars are endangered, as well as
the environment, great care is taken to avoid blowouts. The only occurrence of this sort in
Australia was a gas blowout at the Marlin A-21 well in 1968, but no lives were lost and it was
quickly controlled so no damage was done to the environment.

Extraction and Processing
Detailed planning and monitoring are adopted by companies at all stages of development and
production to protect the plant and animal life in coastal zones and deep offshore environments.
When drilling is taking place, it is important to extract as much water from crude oil as possible to
maximise the efficiency of the process. There is no point transporting water that will not fetch the
oil price. Likewise, it is important to extract all of the oil from the water. Water produced in this
way is only discharged after removing remaining oil. Drilling muds are released in the area —
these would be similar to sedimentation caused by a river entering the sea.

The monitoring regulations for gas plants and crude oil processing plants are stringent.

Delivery
There are two ways of delivering gas to the population centres. The first is by transporting the
LPG by road, rail and sea. The second is through pipelines. There are two types of pipelines —
transmission and distribution. The effects, of transporting the gas from the well to the user, on the
environment are discussed further in Chapter 7.

Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998



The Gorgon LNG Project, WA

• a giant offshore gas gathering and liquid
natural gas processing project.

• estimated it will generate $375 million in
export income in its first year of operation in
2003, rising to $750 million in 2004 and
doubling to $1.5 billion in 2006 when four
LNG trains are expected to be fully
operational.

• Annual operating costs will be $150-160
million (salaries, maintenance and supplies).

• create jobs for up to 4000 people during
construction (1999 - 2003) and several
hundred full-time jobs once operational

• expected to be in operation for 20-30 years
• the construction component of Gorgon will

be 25% greater in dollar terms than that of the
Sydney 2000 Olympics.

The Sydney 2000 Olympics. NSW

• the biggest single event in Australia's
history

• Add $7.3 billion to Australia's gross
domestic product

• $3.5 billion will go directly to Sydney
with another $1 billion going to people
and companies throughout NSW.

• create 150, 000 full and part time jobs
• bring an extra 1.3 million visitors to

Australia

Economic Considerations
• To understand the amounts of capital involved in developing a gas field:

extracting the gas and building a processing plant, compare the Sydney 2000
• Olympics with the Western Australian Gas project Gorgon.

Is there any further information you require before you can compare the two projects?^

Summarise your ideas on how the projects compare:

Is it fair to compare the two projects on a purely economic basis? Why/Why not?^

Further research questions:
Where does most of our gas come from?

Who are our main suppliers?
What would happen if there was a monopoly on gas supply?

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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Fold belts /blocks
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alia AssignmentBasins of Aust

   

The Australian Geological Survey Organisation heard about your superior skills in
fieldwork and interpretation and they need your help. From the rocks they found
in a drill hole they have found what might be a possible gas field. But their data
became mixed up and they can't work out which basin "drill hole E" belongs to!
Which basin should they go back to in search of GAS?

You know that one drill hole comes from each of the following basins — Gippsland Basin,
Canning Basin, Cooper Basin, Adavale Basin and Barrow Island on the NW Shelf. Find and
colour each of these basins on the map below.

In order to work out which drill hole belongs to which basin, you will have to
• work out the relative ages of the fossils identified from rocks in each drill hole
• use the fossils that have been dated to give approximate absolute ages to the drill holes
• compare these ages to the geological time line in order to assign each drill hole to a particular

basin.

© Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998



Youngest known
forms

•
•

Oldest known
forms

FOSSIL TYPES

0°
13.*0^5_

a
0

-0

ro

ED

•
•

Background Information
• The fossil types identified by the geologist are trilobites, graptolites, forams and ostrocods. Each

of these types have a number of different forms, which have evolved over time. Research you
• have already undertaken gives the relative ages of each member of the fossils types. You have

summarised these in a table :

• Your table does not compare ages of fossils types with other fossil types, only the known ages
between different forms of the same fossil i.e.. the form of graptolite at the bottom is older than the
form of graptolite above it, but it may be older or younger than the form of ostracod at the bottom.

What to do 
1. You have been given information about the fossils contained in five drill holes (A, B, C, D and
E). Cut out each of the drill holes on the separate page into strips (do not cut between the fossil
layers). In each drill hole, the fossils at the bottom are older than the fossils at the top.

2. Line up like fossils. Note that in some cases fossils of different types will have the
same age. You may have to swap the strips around so you get the best amount of information
you can from each drill hole.

3. Give each layer of the same age a number, the youngest layer at the top being 1 with the layer
below being 2 and so on until you find the layer containing the oldest fossil. These numbers
represent relative ages for the layers. Paste your correct version on to paper.

0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998



••
4. Now compare the oldest fossil to the youngest by answering the following questions—
Describe the youngest fossils

How does this form differ from other forms of the same fossil type

Which drill hole(s) contains the youngest fossil at the bottom?^

Describe the oldest fossil form(s)

How do these differ from other forms of the same fossil type

Which drill hole(s) contains the oldest fossil at the bottom?^

The following fossils have been dated.

Upper and lower limits on ages of particular fossils (Ma means millions of years ago)

•

40-60 Ma

70-120 Ma

210-250 Ma

360 -410 Ma

Put an age range next to the oldest fossil in each drill hole.Compare the ages at the bottom of each
drill hole to the ages of the basins on the timeline in order to work out which drill holes are most
likely to have come from which basins—

Drill Hole
A

Basin

  

^ --(likely presence of gas at depthl

From which basin might they be able to produce GAS in the future?^

The ages cited in this exercise are not precise. What is factual is that most of our gas and oil has
formed in rocks that have formed in the last 545 million years. The age of the earth is 4560 million
years old. In what fraction of the total age of the earth do we find most of our gas and oil?^
Why do you think this might be so?^

(D Australian Geological Survey Organisation, 1998



Sediments indicate
likely presence of
gas at depth.

ED

ED

(49

z

DRILL HOLES
Drill Hole A^Drill Hole B^Drill Hole C Drill Hole D Drill Hole E
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Geological Time Line
millions of
years ago
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1.8

0

65
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141

205

Cretaceous —First mammals--I
First flowering plants

Jurassic ^First birds^ pil and Gas:
lEromanga Basin(QLD)

_Oil: Barrow Island
NW Shelf (WA)

  

ANIMALS AND PLANTS

AUSTRALIA'S
MAJOR
GAS AND OIL
DEPOSITSQuaternary

 

Humans

First apes^

Extinction of dinosaurs
Tertiary

  

I gil and Gas:
Gippsland (VIC)

  

Triassic

Permian

First dinosaurs
Extinction of trilobites

Upper

Carboniferous—
First insects

Common land plants
First amphibians

Devonian^Fish abundant

Silurian

Ordovician

Cambrian

First land plants
Corals abundant

First corals
First Fish

First trilobites
First animals with shells

gas: NW Shelf,
Carnarvon Basin (WA)
gas and Oil:TImor Sea,
Perth Basin (WA)
Oil and Gas:
Cooper Basin (QLD)

Basin(WA)

gil: Canning Basin (WA)
Gas: Ad avale B asin(QLD)

Oil and Gas:
kAmadeus Basin (NT)

Canning
and first trees

Proterozoic

Lower2500

Archaean First bacteria
First life

4,560
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Suggested
Answers to
Activities
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1. Car
2 Light Globe
3. Compute:
4. Radio
5. Torch
6. Marathon Runner
7. Windmill
8. Portable BBQ
9. Electric Car
10.8unseri Burner

11.Hair Dryer
12.Whistle
1.3. Building Heat

Ctiocr.ic 
efc)-•ic;4,..> 
B.vit-y> 

Food 

aas/Solo.e 
a„tieo Elect.,e.t 

d 

eal

Energy and Change

etteeeuctqL
ev444:1

Describe how the biscuit bit is kept safely from greedy hands! What energy changes

are taking plate?

AS At. yraelly 4ezoct • 90e5 4ttpull#1,1.^.11,e 

it lc et4471c4,evi^:I 1 sir Altpcten•delujiucl, si-arh 714 c./a/

ru ,,n ,n,ri ore, Ike, paddle abeel IA; s delves a-

provide s r,bitkeiv;t,i^1314+- 4iAe e (obe-• the. Cotie.4tirm 

is^-ft,p^ned 'CqUark 5 " 11•. frij1irrIS 14 742
,

otin jumps , ,14;+s ike-^pvils 14 411,;(13^54,4kes 
In groups come up with an idea similar to this cow which shows how one form of \
energy can change into another form of etergy arid then another and so on.
Illustrate your idea on a large sheet of piper and label the different forms of energy,

^

k7v1 .15 -ii."...wv_sun "tine .S-helet.5 re.i.astS;r+.5 4112-^■.e.25 51.407

" reed Vukr.ci 
ausiroluin Geolovccl Survey Organza:ton. 7996

Appropriate Use of File 11111111111M11111111=111
Different sources of energy — fuels— we used for different purposes. How long
will a car continue to run if apples are put in the petrol tank A CC would not go
very far if apples were pot in the petrol tank and if yxuLtried to use petrol as a fuel
you would become extremely sick.

Whatfuel would you use to ran these things?
Next to each iten below fill in the appropriate source of energy from the list.
Note : There may be more than one answer.

Battery, Gas, Solar, Coal, Wind, Food,
Mainline/Grid Electricity, Oil, Geothermal.

Why do you think we have so many different types of fuels?

P('71.34-6.

If you could run your body on any clergy source you wished, which energy source
would you chose? Explain why. ^

tc, austral:an Geomgmal Survey Orgaouanon, 1995

Out Bush!

Have you ever been camping? Did you have to really rough it — or was there a
fridge in the back of the 4WD and a gas stove to save you from boiling the billy!
Here is the story of a student your age who went hiking. Follow the story and
where it ado you — give your answer!

Sammy Satchel went camping and in his pack he carried the following:
A change of clothes^Pasta and Rice^Billy
2 woolly jumpers^Dehydrated Meat^2L Water
Essentials First Aid Kit^Sauces^Sleeping Bag
Spare underwear^Crackers arid Chase^Fruit arid Snacks
torch^ 'Breakfast food^Chewing Gum
Matches^ Tent Pegs and Rapes^Tent
Firelighters^Lighter^Hollow Tent Poles

He was camping in the bush nearby a flowing evek. How do you think he would
cook his dinner?  hill At A.^r.t5/ neizvb," niaa Cr. 
e%cr.. t«, 

What would he be using as a fuel for this? ^1,./t/e, D 

If your whole class was to join Sammy — each person carrying in the same personal
gear — with what fuel would you all cook your dinner' Aka , b‘j klao cl 

What would an alternative source of fuel be? onafino or. kerOsterve_. for 

et

If you were all to stay there for a month (pretend you brought in enough food and
your sense of smell is poor), what effect would using so much of this fuel have on
the local area? filot,r wata.(71 be va-y bille "St f wnod 
net-weld^et.fie^rwelti^Ile- - 
If you were to become stranded in the bush with no immediate way out and you
come across some gas, seeping out of a small hole in the ground,
with the equipment you have with you how might you use this fuel? pipe tV.

4r)^.14..1 skwe^hdloc ^/5044 4-^v,”

Do you think you could sell it? Iles – ifs ytw,744"4.
How would you measure the amount you were
able to collect?  4 vo6i.44.- 
e•o• 41 ,^geerv bev 

What safety issues should you consider?
PRE .

C ausnalian Geological Survey Or:gotta:ion 1998

Appropriate Use of Fuels^ Ii

atlCaMX:
Take a candle.

Light it.
Observe it closely.

What is actually burning? (solid wax, liquid wax or gat)
ite,rnmes r typo teltvti.- byre s 

Haw urn you prove your observations' Rif7,7 er^CeNi. C.04, CIA 
441^14^I^M ke 

Flour explosions!
On December 14,1785, an industrial eqslosion moaned in a flour warehouse at

Turin in Italy. Flour, a harmless ingredient in so many of our food products, an
build up as a dust in the air and when exposed to a spark it will explode!

Work out why-,
Before the invention of batteries, to light their way miners used to use caving lamps
containing the chemical calcium carbide. To produce light, water from the lamp
would drip onto the calcium carbide, causing a chemical reaction which would
produce acetylene gas (C.5H2). This acetylene gas was then burnt to produce a bright
white light.

Why might this practice be dangerous in a coal mine?^
/4.1't A-4C 

71(64.4., Eft", he. 
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1 The sediments (sand, mud. etc.)containing the layers of organic
matter Mt turned into rock.

1•117,2.■11•■•••

RULES:
CONSIRUCHNG THE MOLECULES

A eteleade is made up of one or more elements ormolus. These afters am be the same or
different.

e.g. O — a molecule with two atoms that an the same.
— a molecule with different atoms.

• Each atom can band to other atoms.
• Carbon has four bonding sites (thearrows), oxygen has two bonding sites and hydrogen only

one.
• Each arrows must join with ancther arrow to makes bond complete.

Is order to make the molecuks you may need to know the following:
• CH, — the hydrogen atoms do not bond to each other.
• CO, —the oxygen atoms do not bond to each other.
• Fk0 — the hydrogen atoms do not bond to each other.
• The carbohydrate (glucose) has a complex structure — to help you put it together use this

diagram as a guide. There is only one place where one atom heeds twice with another atom
(Carton with Oxygen).

a _^ <

0is^111^I ts

CH,^+ 20, --O.^CO2^+ 2l40
fsiatu.Cd C.,0.3^jeo^(200001 oxide. ^

• Write the names of the reactants and the products underneath their chemical formulae
Check that this equation is balanced — the number of each type of atom must be the
same on both sides of the arrow.

C—^ C —

o—
H—^4

The process changes methane a more active greenhouse gas. into carbon dioxide. which 4
relatively less active as a greenhouse gas.

Step 2: Conn:rust each of the molecules irate cowmen that shows the formation of glucose. In
order to do this you anti need to reaand faMw the rules sheet the oomts Iscreath 

Stick each molecule down on a large sheet of paper in the or of the equation. Add plus signs
and arrows witere needed.
Make sure that there are the same number of carbon atoms one one side of the arrow as there
are on the other side. Do the same for the oxygen and hydrogen atoms.
If there are unequal numbers of the same atom you will need to make them equal by making
more molecules to add to either side_

Australian Geological Survey OrganWanon. 1998
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Once a Plant - now Natural Gas

The sequence of events that need to take place before gas and oil are produced
consists of a large number of steps. Can you work out the right order?

What to do.
1. Cut out each box.
2. Read each of them and as you read, place them in order from the first step in

the formation of gas and oil to the last HINT : The first box has to do with
the formation of the original material and the Last box has to do with
extracting the gas or oil.

3. Compare your results with your neighbour. Are they the same?
4. Once you have your completed flow chart, stick it down on an A4 sheet of

paper.

'

Folding and faulting of the locks must 00t be too severe. Taps I
may become bleached and thus leak dim to intense fracturing.

The oil and gas that is being produced in the source reeks has to
move or migrate into very porous rucks in which they are stored.
These are called reservoir rocks.

1 If the layers of rcck containing the stored gas and oil are uplifted
and then exposed to erosion. the gas/oil may be lost. 

I Folding or faulting of the sequence of rocks may occur leading to
formation of taps which will not allow the oil and gas to escape.

Burial of organic ma= by sand and mud before being eaten by
scavengers or destroyed by decayfoxidation).

The pore spaces of the storage mats must retrain clear so that the
oil and gas can be pumped out (if necesatry) of the reservoir rocks.
Swelling clays or mineral cements deposited by groundwaten can
fill the pores of reservoir necks and stop the recovery of all of the
oil/gas.

Organic matter (made up of complex hydrocarbons and contained ixt
living organisms) is in plentiful supply in the environment.

The deeper rocks me buried, the higher the temp:arum becomes.
As the temperature increases gas will be formed instead of oil. But
if the tempera= is too high. instead of gas and oil, graphite, used
in lead pencils, will be formed!

Chemical reactions occurring deep in the crust tranforrn the organic
source material to oil and gas.

5P Au:molten Geological Survey Organaculon. 1998

Chemical Changes Assignment
Plant^Gas —IP Energy

At the present time, chemical reactions produce over 90 % of the energy that
we produce in our society! These reactions are principally the combustion of
coal, petroleum products and natural gas. Some chemists have been trying
to construct models so they can compare the creation of gas (from plants) to
what happens when the fuel is burnt. Can you work it out?

Step! ; Read through the information below and fill in the Mania. 
The source of energy for all fossil fuels has corm from the son. in the case of oil and gas,
microscopic marine plants, such as algae, living in the upper layers of the ocean adsorb the am's
energy to convert carbon dioxide and water into simple hydrocarbon compounds such as sugars.
This process is called photosynthesis.

What happens in Photosynthesis??
Photosynthesis is the major means for changing solar clergy into forms that can be used by living
organisms. The reaction that occurs in the laves of plants is the converse= of carbon dioxide and
water into simple hydrocarbon compounds such as glucose, for example:

^

6CO3 + 6 H,0^ *^602
aluune^Oxler■

• Write the names of the reactants and the products underneath their chemical formulae-

^

C is Carbon^0 is Oxygen^H is Hydrogen
• Check that this equation is balanced — the number of each type of atom must be the

same on both sides of the arrow.
C —

0 —

H —

'When a number is in front of a molecule then you have to multiply each atom by that number e.g.
if there is a 6 in front of CH, you will then have 6 carbon moms and 6x4 = 24 hydrogen atoms.

These simple hydrecarbons (i.e. glucose) within the marine plaza can later be converted within the
food chain to MOM complex hydrocarbons. For example when algae are coma by fah the simple
hydrocarbons are changed within the fish to more complex hydrcaubons. All living things are
mark up primarily of hydrccarboas, mmpatincts containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen — these
are called organic compounds. Iris these hydrocarbons the ultimately become the essential
comp:menu of nannal gas: methane, ethane, lanroanc and butatic

Row does the hydrocarbon (organic compound) become gas?
When these hydrocarbons me buried in rocks deep in the crust, they hat up and -cook- under the
ground The proems is chemically and biologically very complicated.

What happens when we burn natural gas??
We all know that in order to burn something air is required. More panicuLarly. the oxygen portion
of air is essential to support combustion. So when natural gas is burnt. it reacts with oxygen in the
air. The products art carboo dioxide and water. This can be represented by a chemical equation as
follows:

Of) ALwiraltan Geologleal Survey Organisatioc, 1998
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Gas and Volume Charres with Pre -sure & Temperature I

 

Tenspratnre and Prawn: for a Gas

e 'Aye. pek+ka
41ne.

103

What will the temperature be if the pressure is 200 units? ^A/10 so...A-% 
What will the pressure be if the temperature is BOO units? ^715^:tts. 
As the temperature of a gas inaeases the pressure of a pa^re, C. resit se s 

What do you think would happen to the &apse:rare in a balloon if you took it from room
tanperaturr and put it into the freezer?

;^ aer.e.A.,...^riecreams.. 
‘1Ctilonin 

Try this and see what happens to the volume.

What happens to the volume of the balloon when:
a)the loops:awe is reduced?^ciec,ectse s
b)the pressure on the outside of the balloon is reduced? ^i+^Ses

Natural Gas under high pressures is sent through steel oansmission pipes from the gas fields to
the city. Why do you think that steel might be the best material for this purpose?

anc wee . 

ID Australian Geological Survey Organise:ma 1998

tilts and \ ohmic Charn4es %vitt' Pressure & Temperature II

Find out Does a gas mew take a =awe of pressure or volume?^VOLUM 

WWI units dors a gas meter =slue in?^CQAtc. Metite-e, (en3 ) 

How dors a ps meter work?^See dna.pt-e, S — eria 

Would it be more advantageous to heat the gas pipes or cool them before the gas goes through the
tram? ^IT^110U tool CI -HAL pipes 
h+fe a+ apeki -itirou/v^meter^_oreckke,. tamo urrt. 

4 e.s wood be- in^same. vottime
When gas is deep in the crust it is under a great deal of pressure. What do you Mink might te the
cause of this pressure? Irma 3oos^4vagsrol . <pp. p rid f 

rint1 p+u,v^—

What do you think will happen to the volume of gas as the pa is =ranted to the =face, where the
pressure is lower?^I .,^ttirrectSeg 

Year mad= will supply you with aaph that shows the volume of the same amount of gas at
depths from lkm to Sloe (from chapter 6). Copy this diagram below.

©Marais= Geological Stymy Organ:3mm" 1998
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Payint4 Your Gas Bill
Thomas jast received his formigtaly pay^neof $963.02. He did a 'bade of the envekse"
calculation to determine bow much he wouklbive left after be pia aside money for food. rem and
car expenses and it tumid out to be 3150.00. He has forgotten gout his gas bill. By bow touch
will Thanes have to cut back on his entertaimnent allowance of S150.00.in sedum pay his gas
bilj?

SJS0_1.
Work out bow much Thomas still owes to the pa supplier from his last acoont by subasaing the
'Paymans roxivod" from the "Last account' balance. Witt yesar answer next to (a) the Balance,
this appears twice on the page.

SLISD-2
Work out the charges for Natural Gas costs for this axamt by working through dte following
steps and filling in the amounts for (c). (d). (e). (f) and ig).

• To work out (c): When Thomas' pa meter is read it gives the moat of gases:nomad in
units. Read off the table bow many smite woe amine& __ID__

• Convest units to Mepjoules (MI) using this evince (no decimal places necessity in answa)

Megajoules = units a 39.018838
3 6)•0113g

• Work out (d) and (e) by multiplying the number of MI consumed by the oast in conts#141.
than in on Thomas' gas bill.

• The cost of natural gas has increased. How many MJ will be charged at the new rate?

(f) a (c) 185 MJ - 817 MJ
q3.°12. M3 ••• liSpi €̂slifrkl^33 )̀6 MT

• Work out (g) without any help.
Workinc ̂ 3d..°) ^./1,1-^-3c,21

• The charges listed under cost will need to be added to get (h) the Taal Natural Gas Gam Fill
this in in two paces on the table. (Add d. e and g).

• Move up to the top section of the bill and fill in New Charges (h) in two places.
• Add up the total due (add (a) and (h) together) and mite it in (b). in two places.

Now that the bill is complete. answer the following:

1.Will Thomas have to cut lack on entertainment or will $160.03 pay off this bill?
kva k;^1r.r. yr,^vt..,e.^426.61 te.r,l-

2.How much will he have for entertainment this fortnight? $a6.61 
3.0ver what period of time is this bill for?^Sc  do.. is^Cr 

&Should Thomas expect a bill like this every month? Why/Whyries?
No Inn e, sIGO. nor 1, veh^eCa'Ct =c•cE...&re
10;^h:5 rc^Cko....ocs eac 6. enc-AC.
Gp i,3^c't^45C.

Castonser Number

hymn mama Magee
Invoice Mamba
^0103 5593 2031

C0133
^ a

Dun &bac^25/07 /19911^Mama erel Service • 7asipos

Onside NSW and ACT all MOO 406 616

^
132 ItAmong Number^0)1^Appliaree Repair .• 24 hours^ t32&Escreacy . 24 ban^ 13100Soles • 7 an4pris^ 132 II

Payment Due

Total Doe
Lass Account^Payments Received^Balance^New Charge
217940^134.48^417.4,1/DR^(h) tfe.14-7

Natural Gas Coes (a) 44t • Itr7
Balance^(a)  t^ci 
Total Doe (b) * 1,a .3 • -VI

From 1 in 1991. beps wooly fee be Rae 2 =mon (soder 43W/mosen) be Mama by 21.734pancr.
Users on be era orur bins be tem educed. Darn 112 707.
Moon Of be not doe. 574.026 OVERDUE red am be mid intently can sprda anonnemes asve am nude
Nee chow at $4&47 should be pot by the DUE DATE ON an, 
'Sapp*, Addran:

Type Meter Current Previous Unita Megalonles
Number Date^Ronne I Das

I
Crannied Coarsened

Cos EA030 /3 24/07/1998^2.567 RV24/06/1998 150. (0)^MI
2 292

To canvas Gas Unaas menjada, coshiply the Unis by 39.016131
NOM The Indmaial and Commercial Rya changed 4 wire on 01107/92

(crV(e)a
to) 3b2.

Tcal for 30 the^4'.2i. ^Gar Coon • (h) a 8^ceinf-S 

Working fiZsl;- _RI in (c).

Working.

Natural Gas Casa Tariff. !ethane rad Cornancial Rae
Old Pate (7 daysy^617 MI charged et I.1723c per hir

ILI Welwyn at 1.1150a pa hil
Kew Rat (23 dors):^(^Mi. caned in 1.1192eper MI
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How far has the crust stretched?

You are the stnictural geologist on a contract for the local council and you have
been assigned the following task You have been asked to assess the sate of
extension of the crust in the Basinda area. It is planned to lay some large
transcoiSsion pipes across the length of the basin for transportation of gas to the
coastal town of Le Basin. The council wants you to tell them whether they will
need to be concerned about replacing or extending the pipes in the next 150 years.

Background Information
When basins are forming, due to crustal extension, large fault structures usually
occur. These fault structures will extend deep into the earth's crust. A result of the
tensional force and faulting is that the crust will have been stretched.

Steni
Measuring how much the crust has stretched.
. With your ruler measure the distance between the two points at the east and west

edges of the basin that appear not to have moved/a)^q-4*^?no, 

To convert this to the actual distance in kilometres use this formula

Distance accross the basin in km = PiltAnce arTins the basin tnitylmm1fal
Length of liun (aim)

Answer ^9'7 .̂

• Measure the length of the sandstone unit before it was extended. To do this you
will need to measure the length of the sandstone unit in each fault block and
then add then all together. The total LS lb)^74^nun  Convert this

measurement to kilometres using the formula above.

Answer B. ^7 1+ km  .

• Find the difference between distances A and B.
Answer C: ^.P.3krn ^This is how much the crust has stretched.

CS Australian Geological Survey Organisation. 1998

Why do you think horizon X may not be as good a marker to use for determining

^

the distance stretched? ^if has been ,ii ("mos Lo"0.-I 
co .-face,^i.e^pa-t4. af- ;4- net lonse4 

elfrt"^ ca840,-1 crf 
WIsce+- vau^before tat.. bcts^s•i•ev•t'eci

SlatR2
Work out the rate of extension of the crust.
Geological evidence suggests that this basin is relatively young and possibly still
growing. Evidence from the rock layers, fossils and cross-cutting veins indicate the
basin began forming, near the base of the sandstone unit, around 5 million years
ago. If we assume that stretching is occurring at a constant rate, what is this basins
rate of stretching?

Do your calculation here:
Rate of stretching =^Distance wren-heel C (km)

Number of years of stretching

Answer D.  0 00 000 46  Ian/year

3 k

5 oao cOo

EMU
Using the rate of extension of the crust work out how much snore extension will
occur over the next 150 years.
Do your calculation here:

Stretching distance (Icm) =^Rate of stretching, D (km/yr) x Number of years
x 150 years• o c00004b 

^km

Answer E:  6.0006/  km over

•^

C1.5. 07eatsC

To answer the question below you will need to convert this to nun/year.

1 kilt =^1000 m^100 000 ari =-^1000 000 mm

Stretching distance (toot) =^Stretching distance, E (km) x 1000 000 ttim/lor
O• 0006/^x1000000000

= 690
Answer F; A`tr)^mm over 150 years

If the pipes can cope with extension of up to 300 mm, do you think they will need to
replace them or extend them in the next 150 years? ^4 e• 5 

Australian Geological Survey Orgarusaiton. 1998

How long before the crustal stretching will have an effect on the pipes?

Number of years for basin to reach 300tom = ^300mm 
Rate of Stretching in nun

Rate of stretching (nun) = Rate of Stretching (D) km x 1000 000 rrun/km

Working:
0 • 00 00^140/./..• x (000 PVC,

a^.^pr. s^/^•

NO tC•IP•••S o.
i•t•

The number of years it will take to stretch the crust the allowable distance = 6s

In order to work out the answer above what is the big assumption we are
making?^lino* .skrekasi^; 5 OCC. to,  •-;•

Con sta.^rate 

Gec., sitx.1
How might this assumption be incorrect?^ f00=ernevii-S
11.0 net ner-e<'emr: 1 OUAle s re.e- rog74. 

yr, nve rtwkre let ruse low ante' +ken not move fee
an.crtke., 1.1 con deed •

This is an extremely young basin. Most basins take tens of millions of wars totem..

Asisonhan Geological Survey Organisation. 1998



Antidine
An anticline is simply a fold shaped like an
arch or an elongated dome. Oil fields may
extend for many kilometres along the crest of
an anticline.

Faun
Traps can form where a reservoir reek and
impermeable em rock are moved by a fault to
allow porous nicks to collect oil and gas
undaneath the trap. The impermeable
material mast lie above the reservoir rock.
Sometimes small amounts of oil and gas can
leak up the fault and reach the surface. Over
very long periods of time this minute leakage
could evenosally empty the trap.

Sa's Domes
Sat domes are structures which formed by a
moving mass of salt Deeply buried beds of
salt (called evapecites) were famed in the
pas by evaporation of sea water and
subsequent burial. These are structures
which can move upwards because of density
dilferaXxs. The rising domes tend the
surrounding sediments upwards producing
reservoirs in porous beds cut off by the salt.
Remernbar the salt is a cap rod as well as the
clay/shale that the salt dome pushes.

In the diagram below, draw where you
think there may be a possible trap —
a bright pen or pencil so that It will be
obvious. Label the trap with Its correct
mime.

•
n you find the traps?^ •

A trap as the name suggests. is a structme which prevents the petroleum from escaping to the
palace. The major forms of =aural traps are anticlines. faults and salt domes.

Fault^Porcus/Pernmable rock e.g. tan dstone
^20-30km deep

Salt Dome^III Impervious Rock e.g. shale^Recent Sediment Intal

C Australian Geological Survey Organisation. 1995%

Measuring Depth with Tim;
When a company decides to explore for petroleum. the &SS thing it =st do is research
information about the potential of the area Once the compary decides to explore in a psedorslan
area it will buy an exploration permit for that area and then it will begin by^some
seismic. This will enable the geologists to map the strucaire of the reeks as depth and predict
where oil and gas might be found.

A seismic cruise has just been completed and some raw data has been handed to yora The
depths of some of the horizons needs to be worked out accurately so that drilling oasts
can be estimated. Can you work out bow time relates to depth?

•
Si 0 0

600

I
' Seam we

roaariee 0.1 0.m
hem aa ram

Itteivas mks' ap the 0,001
0.1.0 mule s 1,00. drifaeutlarn^ 1000

aloe

—7;

1
^

line

1 1500

2000

1160

2400

LINE. OF
gess 0 yr.

During seismic exploration a shot is fired at the =face, it newts sound waves which tam= off
particular layers and then return to the surface. What is recorded is the time it takes a wave to travel
[torn the shoe to the layer and back up to the detector.

I. Plot depth vs two way time for the Yarnpi vertical section on graph paper. Put depth on the y
axis (the vertical axis). The data you will need is in a table on the max page.

2. Draw die linc of best fit duough the points.

How deep is a unit that is recorded at 2.1 seconds? "" d7C)C7 

How long would it have taken for a sound wave to travel `rent the airgun to a layer that is 1750rn
deep and back up to the temiver?^xis" s„,,Ls

How long would it have taken for that sound wave to travel to the depth of the layer at 1750m, bat
not back again?
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Niajor .1ssignment

The chief exploration geologist working on a section of the Bodin% Basin has suddenly
left the company. You have been working with her and now the company wants you to
complete the report and recommend where to do
further drilling.

This is the information you have at this stage:
Three Exploration Wells have already been drilled and gas or oil has been found in particular rock
units. The table below summarises the findings.

Well Name^Yampi
^

Prudhoe
^Buccaneer

Rock Type Nammueon 1110121111allingall
=Mil
ptnrront

010^EsomezzamilLUNIIIMIIIINIEISIIIIEEMumuu - MIRLAIILVEMININIIIIMEAMINNIMMIME:2111 - .I.MCIEMIWznEktall/W111112aMIIMMIENLIlleoc D mingissimmiiimmu^neEMI
fl

 e
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lianlialtallikilM.^1111E41
111.7131111W-SX141111■1•11M•1■1111■111
EREDNIIENIMENINIIIIIMA
EliiiBMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIEN
FREEMEN:611
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EMEN1=1:111111AMIRIEMEEIMENEMIIIIIMIN1=0:111:MMUISSIIWIEMI

em
' allidINI
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MIME

I
swr —rwo any mae.

Depth Iss mares =mimed from the sea floor.
• —Them are the horizons that MU bema,pod.

During seismic exploration a shot is fired at the surface, it creases sound waves which bounce off
particular layers or horizons and then return to the surface. What is recorded is the dine it takes a
wave to travel from the shot to the layer and back up to the detector. It travels down and then back
up and so is called two way time.
Note to the Teacher — Diagram "Cenemaing a Seismic Image" in Chapter 6 can be turned two
an 0E71

What to do: 
I. Interpret the seismic section
• The exploration wells are marked at the top of the section

and two way time is marked down the side. Draw a straight
line in lead pencil,straight down from each well, so that you
can trace where the drill went!

(0 Australian Geological Survey Organisation. 1998

Anticline, syncline — these are geological strucones where the rocks have been
folded.

Anticline^Syncline

Fault — a break in ate rocks along which the rocks move when they are put under
press. An earthquake occurs when the reeks slide past each other along a fault.
However, most faults are currently inactive. lless are two main types of faults:
normal faults and reverse faults.

Normal fault — due to tension pulling rocks apart the rocks on the top of
' the fault have slipped down.

•

C/11.00 COMO

Reverse fault (thrust)— due to compression forces, causing one rock body
to be pushed up over the top of another.

With different coloured pencils, draw in any folds or faults that you can see in the seismic section_
If you can, determine the type of fold or fault and label each one.

Can you see any structures that would make good traps? ^Lle• 5 - Se" Skei-c4,
Sec.triet •

3. An =conformity is a geological boundary which indicates that a large amount of time has
elapsed between the erosion of the older layers of rock and the deposition of younger rocks. The
older rocks may have been folded and tilted, then eroded. After millions of years a new layer of
rocks is deposited on top.

The unconformiry is a layer that you have alady traced in colour.
Which layer do you think it is?

All sedimentary rocks are laid down horizontally (or very close to horizontal), as sediment is
washed into a basin or low lying area.

Describe the structure of the rocks above the unconfomnly. ^/l/e-a-4" ho 
lajeri oot- (aided or 

0 Australian Geological Survey Organtsanon. 1998

* From the table above, pick a horizon with an asterisk (*).
(HoR.t2o*.1 0,)

We'll do the rust on? Ilmio for you.
From the table you can see that Ilmio is a horizon of sandstone and it has a different two way
times which =respond to different depths in each drill hole :

— two way time of 0.450 seconds in the Yk exploration well
— two way time of 0.506 seconds in the Pr udhoe exploration well
— two way time of 0.531 seconds in the Buccaneer exploration well

it. Zen A
So for tram we will put a red coloured mark under each of the wells at the following depths:

— Yampie : 0.450 seconds
— Prudhoe : 0.506 seconds
— Buccaneer : 0331 seconds

In order to work out what these are equivalent to in millimetres so that you can measure them.
Mean= down to 1.000 seconds. If on your seismic section 1.000seconds 33nun. Multiply
Use number of seconds in the table by 33mm/sec to give you your measurement.
Formula

Two Way Time^x^33mm/sec^=^Measurement (mm)
for particular^ from 0.000 sec line
horizon^ to reach horizon

NB. Make sure that 1.000 seconds measures 33mm. lf it does not — use the nseasurement
that you make.

A.For example: The thrtio horizon an the Yarripie drill hole
0.450 sec e 33 nunisec^= 15 nun

In red pencil you would mark 15mm on your section under the YampieWelL This is the dmio
horizon.

Do the same for the Prudhoe and Buccaneer Wells.
Calculations:

Cfriahorizon in Prudhoe Well

0.506^33 = /6. 69 ?
A^.^ieinroonzon n Buccaneer Well

0.3-31 33^17- 725
/ -7.Cryin-1

* Now that the layer has been marked underneath each well, you will have to complete the seismic
section. Look side on at the seismic section no that your head is almost on the table and your
eye is glancing down the length of the layer. As best you can, follow the layer^ from one
side of the page across to the other side. Carefully draw this in with your red 

p
^It may not

be a straight line — DO NOT USE YOUR RULER!^ tviaon A
• Do exactly the same thing for the other horizons with an asterisk *, but make sure you choose a

different coloured pencil — otherwise your horizons might become confused. Make sure you
set out your working clearly as above.

• On the right hand side of each horizon, write the name of the ma type that makes up the
horizon.

Congramlations: You have interpreted the seismic section!

2. Finding traps for oil and gas.
When extension or compression occur within the earth, faulting or folding will most probably
accompany it. Folding will occur when the crust is ductile. but as it becomes more brittle because
of composition or lower temperature or pressure, faulting will occur.

Here art some examples of the structures that result from faulting or folding:

(ltAuurrullan Geological Survey Organisation. 1998

Describe the structure of the rocks below the =conformity. fist.t.aca, /Val cell
/IQ ermal 76.4,44 f6 Aty.fi , kyle ve.4.-ce t /a744 
What might have happened to give the reeks at depth the =cure they now hast?,1_0442.c.#0e. ,

ak^veni- (florna /way A, tivh9

4. The exploration wells showed some indications of oil and gas in particular horizons.
These horizons are:
Raps—oil^ Jcal — oil and gas
Kbase — oil^ Trrnid —oil ani gas

Pearly — oil and gas

Which rock type would you suggest has she ability to contain the oil or gas?
At what depths is the oil being found? I f-260/en
At what depths is the gas being found?
Dees the gas sit above or below oil in a reservoir rock?^aboie 
Why do you think that only oil is found in some places and both gas and oil in othen?

h ,fmks down to .0a.c.srii riv+Ie die iv kimpuct.iwf orm744, wrg,

encit.-C Lo-r-igge7: Ptrvoirs fro,m he. le Or c,^ne
Socs-ce. roC45 ie. i7ait244a.■ CalkpoS •

In a paragraph, write a possible explanation for how the gas and oil got there! Also include why
you think the gas and oil have remained trapped. tr1371i mo.,14 stynd:iv-lo
anf1r1L4, towesv^etssime lo lowc.^Poller.12/e,
ICAO, r-k4r4r, Z,JwP /ewir 1I2 ^hoe, ,r
ati PO law/A Ill ar,11 11410VP 546., (wit^hydrreoutc,14
1%, Pe I" tt.V.A7i4e. res.sde1s^cAa,& felvei^/thelY • .K1 . Celia"

5144 PeAC/PO
Can you see any of these traps elsewhere, where drilling has not taken place? Draw some drill
holes where you think it would be possible to expect to find oil or gas. Remember that there has to
be a reservoir rock below the drill holes.

Pick your most favoured position and write a small paragraph recommending where to drill next
and explaining why. (Remember it oasts from $10 million to $30 million to drill one well
offshore). Also predict how deep you will have to drill to reach the oil (at gas).
P-Dposece WAte 0/7 „Ceeiker,") • 51.4 .5 (r2ar..flie,*^he-90:761 lattauAc

&iTa 1ovC.e4J7 o1A  1,4. p4 vei wkife ed 

icto tosiovoci , (SO In -14., same ivile. "Itvi, woad bc. aochKar 

hold' Eri".v N /eve/ 14.44-4-471 1-,a4 bezA

c'exed.r 

ro ra,c1 011 &boo' g8r.sr., h,^., 3).02. 14- m

^9 a.4 :• 3 ,10- 300 710 ,^.
Ic ii- is Ikart.. ? .1 )

ARIOUS tnica-es 1.4'Thr arc° &.Cfi v001_06'6 11(25P7 .- e.
o A Larrallan Geological Survey Organisation, 1998
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The environmental cost of production: 
Look carefully as the snap of Awala Island and the information about the island. Which well
would you produce from so that the enviromernal risk is minimised? State why.

vAllincds A-Ns•JeRs^Ou irryce^.s.44t-eve.v • 
WI 6 ;%^letx.F- tic^f2S 'fey ef);ii Wiftdd 

plSt, Ar arc e•or. br1/TS *7 'We AG .-41^taist levssev. 
I A-

A1VELLA ISLAND :VSSIGNNILNI
Some preliminary costs have been drawn up so that you can commie the cost of producing from
each well. This table also includes the amount of gas that is expected robe recovered from the well.

Costs and Production from Awella Island Exploration Wells

Activity / Reserves Well A Well B Well C

Drilling S2 750 000 53 million $4 million

Gas Transportation : Pipes
(direct - as the crow flies!)

530 per barrel
equivalent/an

so per baudl
equivalentAcrn

580 per barrel
muivalenrAcm

Proceaning S IS per barrel
equivalent

S17 per barrel
equivalent

S12 per barrel
equivalent

Harmbil components released
during processing

0.080 ppm 0.110 ppm 0.070 ppm

Estimated number of barrels 180.00) 130.000 150.000

lot Ousel equivalent —gas so on meanuee on barrels Oat cm to ecoverceel to the motor of barrels.
"pere —pass per minim. a mann of the cemeexcasion.

The economic cost of production
In order to assess the whole =anon. you might him to mu t by comparing individual items:

Which is the least expensive production well to drill? ^Well^A 
Which is the least expensive production well to transport from. through pipes? We- II A
Why do you think this is the case? hacl^bascot 
le ss 

Add the processing coon to the =monition atsu and till in this table.
Total Transportation and Procexelne Costs par barrel eouivalent

Wdl A Well B Well C

S44 $5.4- $ q

Taking into account drilling. transportation and processing. list the wells in order frompe cheapest
well to produce from to the most expensive. ekrterfoa-sto WdZe- •At 

'KOLA VW"^Ate-t-e. 0A-fe44,,n.-e. WELL C.

OP Allen:than Geological Survey OrganTsanon. /998

Nal G would. eemIloast ,e1 aj wkaze_ 
The gas will have to be processed before it an be mud. The processes invrlved will release some
gases like sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide. The monitoring regulations for gas purification
plants are stringent back on Earth. Assume that the direction of air currents we usually the same as
ocean currents for this area.

Draw on the mop what you would Imam the purification plant for the gas being produced from
the well.

State any particular masons for positioning it there.  Dorfes4- pipeline poss,life
mil at- sea Ifo itt,wm;r2. dun",^4„,,d

,^e :rorocrier of-b iape Zia fien e".AA in pia pre' /set  9r4e.

Athee...ecd
9rAL • Ce-447 1741e:liA^'down evy ale C•••■41

Ctvedi on the map the location of the pipeline that would be lad dot% so that gas could be
transponed from the well to the processing plant to the town. State anything you considered when
designing the pipelines route.^in .Icsfr..^/,0 e.^0/7^oir1

ram Shod- v# fries: ht. peel, -Oh A hi 
Mit7;MIZL CO* v4619•11d o as nerl‘ i rv do.y4 ratZlicotesti
paek. 

What other information might you need to guar afore you cart design the pipeline route:?
(IPA-p.p./ Vo^lama' cosi- gra

roirre-csie,, fAvt-Ason 4 le <22.eficA apo/oestin... 14ty. eAss..A.L 

Given the estimated lifetime of each of the wells, their relative economic and environmental costs,
decide on your recommendation as to which well should be used for production. State in point
form the reasons for your choice.

Well 13
Reasons  7X/r._ Aleut, ens/-?" Wulf^/.../emeiese b.c 41"ceJ4 

hit OK. - Pen4re,-Ifn• /1/2/1.4.4n k1ve4 
sir) te...c^dC.O.- "Tel Ass vi.moose *elk/ 

kla.ere . Welt^th 4117 cotielevemsed4 Ae•segive ape,' 
/perky^ korp.......•^eitsofoo" 424 W., ,o5e.o.... 
c;e6V7/ 814. isramei^17 1,74 FiSh.,• •4.• • 44, 

`de2.. CbeeedeM eu, 4evz_ Aeft
ct Australian Geological Survey Organuation, 1998

Basinda Basin Seismic Section

a; Australian Geological Survey Organs:anon. 1998
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FOSSIL TYPES

.-s
U.

Youngest known 8 "Fk.
forms

•

^. 3 5

IT's•

5 8 1

Oldest hmown
toms

1

Your table does not compare ages of fossils types with other fossil types, only the
known ages between different forms of the same fossil i.e.. the form of graptolite at
the bottom is older than the form of graptofite above it, but it may be older or
younger than the form of ostracod at the bottom.

What.m..sla
1. You have been given information about the fossils contained in five drill holes
(A, B, C, D and E). Cut out each of the drill holes on the separate page into strips (do
not cut between the fossil layers). In each drill hole, the fossils at the bottom are
older than the fossils at the top.

2. Line up like fossils. Note that in some cases fossils of different types will have the
same age. You may have to swap the strips around so you get the best amount of
information you can from each drill hole.

3. Give each layer of the same age a number, the youngest layer at the top being 1
with the layer below being 2 and so on until you find the layer containing the oldest
fossiL These numbers represent relative ages for the layers.

A.trnahan Geological Survey Organuouon. 1995

Basins of Australia Assignment
Background Information
The fossil types identified by the geologist are trilobites, graptolites, forams and
ostrocods. Each of these types have a number of different forms, which have
evolved over time. Research you have already undertaken gives the relative ages
of each member of the fossils types You have summarised these in a table :

Sediments indicate
likely presence of
gas at depth.

GAC

proio,O

1

e,

1-7 360

& Australian Geological Survey Orgarusanon. 1595

8

210

'ZS°
Ma:

oUi.0

cm.
CD

4

^3

5

The Gorgon LNG Proiect. WA

• a giant offshore^gathering and liquid
narural gas processing project

• estimated it will generate 5375 million in
export income in its first year of operation in
2003. rising to MO million in 2004 and
doubling to $ I _5 billion in 2006 when four
LNG trains are expected to be fully
operafionaL

• Annual operating costs will be 5I50•160
million (salaries, maintenance and supplies).

• create jobs for up to 4C60 people during
construction (1999- 2003) and several
hundred full-time jobs once operational

• expected to be in operadon for 20-30 years
• the construction competent of Gorgon will be

25% greater in dollar teems than that of the
Sydney 2000 Olympics.

Economic Considerations
To understand the amounts of capital Involved in developing a gas field: extracting the
gas and building a processing plant, compare the Sydney 2000 Olympics with the
Western Australian Gas project Gorgon.

The Sydney 2000 Olympics, NSW

• the biggest single event in Australia's
history

• Add $73 billion to Australia's gross
domestic product

• Half of this S3.5 billion will go directly
to Sydney with another SI billion going
to people and companies throughout
NSW.

• create 150. 000 full and part time jobs
• bring an extra 1.3 million visitors to

Australia

 

Is there any funher information you require heft= you can compare the two projects?
9ft ri viVia^i•41^c.A , s7l bc+i- P-x0 . e c.t's 

ReJltf4 f-s4m .Sco:on+LI OM of 4-r, 
OS 0i. A/IT e.- .^ &ea-we...a ,

 

Summarise your ideas on how the projects compare:

     

VI2,41. 01.tv 

                

15 it fair to compare the two projects on a purely economic basis? Why/Why not?^

             

Farther research questions:
Where does most of our gat come from?

Who are our main suppliers?
What would happen if there was a monopoly On gas supply?

        

4P/tut:salon Geological Survey Organisation, 1995

    

4. Use the layer numbers to give each fossil in the table above a relative age.

Describe the youngest fossils
• oi...nle.s.tt foss I^^'• 14- hot 4vj.0-4 00 

Smj^s:14s.^ Spries s4k are s1e9 

How does this form differ from other forms of the same fossil type
olfAsyo jo erns INA • e ,Stroc■1Hl- 4e;neS 4. nutit yovre-r.s+ 

^au° w2s +we, sone/Ny.4-s^mucrA (Jose, inctelicw 
0161x -fo■-wa k&de.cv1H 0.Na
Which drill hole(s) contains the youngest fossil at the bottom?  Deal hole P.

Describe the oldest foSsil form(s)
• ::7,,,y;k5 are ecivalb^olclas4- 610si-tacovi. is es. sinkftg,

Nat writ, 0. firU-^fri.9 f,130, ne rr.0^Ida4S4" 

Tfm- tet^("AS^ bra ', CASA
How do these differ from other forms of the same fossil type

(i) 14 as-fetp-41 evoluesi tmtLa ere,- fnawcavalli(j erystprir s.-P*
s Ise/wet,' Vu_wicits+ poi^14 rap*,^e vcked
4i0^fed•rrir AR*? AO^bidt,sta.a.4

Which doll hole(s) contains the oldest fossil at the bottom , 0,0 Aolf_ 

The following fossils have been dated.

Upper and lower limits on ages of particular fossils (Ma means milions of years ago)

  

^

40-60 Ma^j\sks 210-250 Ma

^

70-120 Ma^ 360410 Ma

   

Use the timeline to work out which drill holes are most likely to have come from
which basins.

Drill Hole
A 64 , Ati5Asn4

  

.takegad (SLANE 
aleVailvu A NS Av 
41103 1.47V 0 
AeRVMS 6frS/N^orr,price of r , at depth).

Which basin should they target for further GAS exploration?  AOA V - 

V Australian Geological Survey Organuation. 1998

The ages cited in this exercise are not precise. What is factual is that most of our gas
and oil has formed in rocks that have formed in the last 545 million years The age
of the earth is 4560 million years old. In what fraction of the total age of the earth
do we find most of our gas and oil?  IL, In NI- i 6.4%-6 c 1";
Why do you think this might be so?  Ptaxi-'c^av1 nittzkin.e.^r4PC1...tes
0 LI , <nor r^ort^prod v ovri^ral 4 a . 

euolverl Ici.Aeri in '60 ePt.eft.c.g klsh7 ,  .
vre...K. (00 coa.(Cier on.

DRILL HOLES
c0000t^eAftermi^CANN, *U. Orfal-M40 kOAVIRIE •
Drill Hole A^Drill Hole B Drill Hole C DriB Hole D Drill Hole E
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